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Spin transfer
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Spin-polarized electrons impinging on a ferromagnet transfer 
spin angular momentum inducing a spin torque on the 
magnetization

Spin torque can have dramatic consequences for magnetic dynamics 
in nanostructures, leading to various instabilities which contain 
reach physics and are promising for useful applications

Slonczewski, JMMM 159, L1 (1996); Berger, PRB 54, 9353 (1996)
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Current-driven bulk dynamics
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Equation of motion for the spin density:
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Inhomogeneous magnetization thus leads to a coupling between 
spin and orbital degrees of freedom

Spins drifting through a large position-dependent exchange field 
nearly adiabatically follow local magnetization direction, exerting a 
torque on the magnetic moment

Mean-field s-d picture:
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Domain-wall motion

Real-Space Observation of Current-Driven Domain Wall Motion in Submicron MagneticWires
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We report direct observation of current-driven magnetic domain wall (DW) displacement by using a
well-defined single DW in a microfabricated magnetic wire with submicron width. Magnetic force
microscopy visualizes that a single DW introduced in a wire is displaced back and forth by positive and
negative pulsed current, respectively. The direct observation gives quantitative information on the DW
displacement as a function of the intensity and the duration of the pulsed current. The result is discussed
in terms of the spin-transfer mechanism.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.077205 PACS numbers: 75.60.Jk, 75.30.Ds, 75.75.+a

In general, ferromagnets are composed of magnetic
domains, within each of which magnetic moments align.
The directions of magnetization of neighboring domains
are not parallel. As a result, there is a magnetic domain
wall (DW) between neighboring domains. The direction
of moments gradually changes in a DW.What will happen
if an electric current flows through a DW? Since the spin
direction of conduction electrons changes when the elec-
trons cross the DW, spin transfer from electrons into the
DW occurs and torque is exerted on the DW. As a con-
sequence, the electric current can displace the DW [1–4].
This current-driven DW motion has been confirmed by
experiments on magnetic thin films and magnetic wires
[5–10]. However, a quantitative experiment on a single
DW in a magnetic wire for getting deeper insight into the
physical mechanisms of this effect is still lacking. Our
real-space observation by magnetic force microscopy
(MFM) gives the quantitative information: DW displace-
ment as a function of the intensity and the duration of the
pulsed current. It is found that the DW displacement is
proportional to the pulse duration and the DW velocity
increases with the current density.

We designed a special L-shaped magnetic wire with a
round corner as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. One
end of the L-shaped magnetic wire is connected to a
diamond-shaped pad which acts as a DW injector [11],
and the other end is sharply pointed to prevent the nu-
cleation of a DW from this end [12]. L-shaped magnetic
wires of 10 nm-thick Ni81Fe19 were fabricated onto ther-
mally oxidized Si substrates by means of an e-beam
lithography and a lift-off method. The width of the wire
is 240 nm. The wire has four electrodes made of non-
magnetic material, 20 nm-thick Cu, for electrical trans-

port measurements. MFM observations were performed
for the hatched area in Fig. 1 at room temperature. CoPtCr
low moment probes were used in order to minimize
the influence of the stray field from the probe on the
DW in the wire.

Because of the special shape of the wire, a single DW
can be introduced from the diamond-shaped pad, and it
stops in the vicinity of the round corner when a magnetic
field is applied along the wire axis connected to the pad

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of a top view of the sample.
One end of the L-shaped wire is connected to a diamond-
shaped pad which acts as a domain wall (DW) injector, and
the other end is sharply pointed to prevent a nucleation of a DW
from this end. The wire has four electrodes made of Cu. MFM
observations were performed for the hatched area at room
temperature.
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tail-to-tail DWs are displaced opposite to the current
direction clearly indicates that the DW motion is not
caused by a magnetic field generated by the current
(Oersted field). Each pulse displaced the DW opposite to
the current direction. The difference in the displacement
for each pulse is possibly due to the pinning by randomly
located defects. The average displacement per one pulse
did not depend on the polarity of the pulsed current.

We discuss the interpretation of the observed current-
driven DW motion. The Joule heating by the pulsed cur-
rent should have some effect on the DW motion because it
activates the thermal process. However, the heating can-
not explain the fact that the direction of the DW motion is
reversed by switching the current polarity. The effect of
the Oersted field is also ruled out as mentioned above.
Hydromagnetic DW drag force associated with the Hall
effect is negligible in films thinner than 0:1 !m [17].
Therefore, only the spin-transfer mechanism [1–4] can
explain our experimental results.

For more quantitative discussion, we investigated the
DW displacement as a function of the duration and
the intensity of the pulsed current. Figure 4(a) shows
the average DW displacement per one pulse as a func-
tion of the pulse duration under a condition of constant
current density of 1:2! 1012 A=m2. The average DW

FIG. 3 (color). (a)–(k) Successive MFM images with one
pulse applied between each consecutive image. The current
density and the pulse duration were 1:2! 1012 A=m2 and
0:5 !s, respectively. Note that a tail-to-tail DW is introduced,
which is imaged as a dark contrast.

FIG. 4. (a) Average DW displacement per one pulse as a
function of the pulse duration under a condition of constant
current density of 1:2! 1012 A=m2. (b) Average DW velocity as
a function of the current density.
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Also:

[11,13]. In order to introduce a DW at the position a little
bit away from the corner, the direction of the external
magnetic field was set 26! from the wire axis in the
substrate plane as shown in Fig. 1. In the initial stage, a
magnetic field of "1 kOe was applied in order to align the
magnetization in one direction along the wire. Then, a
single DW was introduced by applying a magnetic field of
#175 Oe. After that, the MFM observations were carried
out in the absence of a magnetic field. The existence of the
single DW in the vicinity of the corner was confirmed as
shown in Fig. 2(a). The DW is imaged as a bright contrast,

which corresponds to the stray field from a positive mag-
netic charge. In this case, a head-to-head DW is realized
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The position and
shape of the DW were unchanged after several MFM
scans, indicating that the DW was pinned by a local
structural defect as reported by Nakatani et al. [14] and
that a stray field from the probe was too small to change
the magnetic structure and position of the DW.

To clarify the magnetic structure of the head-to-head
DW, micromagnetics simulations were performed by us-
ing a micromagnetics simulator (OOMMF) from NIST
[15]. The parameters used for the calculation were a unit
cell size of 5 nm$ 5 nm with a constant thickness of
10 nm, a magnetization of 1.08 T, and a damping constant
of ! % 0:1. The size of the calculated model was the
same as the sample for the experiment except for the
length of the wire. Two types of DWs, vortex and trans-
verse DW, were obtained as a stable state in the absence of
a magnetic field by changing the initial magnetization
configuration. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the results of
the micromagnetics simulations for the vortex and the
transverse DW, respectively. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show
the MFM images calculated from the magnetic structures
[16] shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. By com-
paring the calculated MFM images with the observed
high-resolution MFM image of the DW [Fig. 2(g)], it is
concluded that the DW is the vortex type.

After the observation of Fig. 2(a), a pulsed current was
applied through the wire in the absence of a magnetic
field. The current density and the pulse duration were
1:2$ 1012 A=m2 and 5 "s, respectively, and the rise
and fall times were shorter than 15 ns. Figure 2(h) shows
the MFM image after an application of the pulsed current
from left to right. The DW, which had been in the vicinity
of the corner [Fig. 2(a)], was displaced from right to left
by the application of the pulsed current. Thus, the direc-
tion of the DW motion is opposite to the current direction.
Furthermore, the direction of the DW motion can be
reversed by switching the current polarity as shown in
Fig. 2(i). These results are consistent with the spin-trans-
fer mechanism [1–4]. The critical current density jc
below which the DW cannot be driven by the current
was observed to be about 1:0$ 1012 A=m2.

Figures 3(a)–3(k) are successive MFM images with
one pulsed current applied between each consecutive
image. The current density and the pulse duration were
1:2$ 1012 A=m2 and 0:5 "s, respectively. Prior to the
MFM observation, a magnetic field of #1 kOe was ap-
plied in order to align the magnetization in the direction
opposite to that in the previous experiment. Then, a tail-
to-tail DW was introduced by applying a magnetic field of
"175 Oe. The introduced DW is imaged as a dark con-
trast in Fig. 3, which indicates that a tail-to-tail DW is
formed as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. The direc-
tion of the tail-to-tail DW motion is also opposite to the
current direction. The fact that both head-to-head and

FIG. 2 (color). (a) MFM image after the introduction of a
DW. DW is imaged as a bright contrast, which corresponds to
the stray field from positive magnetic charge. (b) Schematic
illustration of a magnetic domain structure inferred from the
MFM image. DW has a head-to-head structure. (c) Result of
micromagnetics simulation (vortex DW). (d) Result of micro-
magnetics simulation (transverse DW). (e) MFM image calcu-
lated from the magnetic structure shown in Fig. 2(c). (f) MFM
image calculated from the magnetic structure shown in
Fig. 2(d). (g) Magnified MFM image of a DW. (h) MFM image
after an application of a pulsed current from left to right. The
current density and pulse duration are 1:2$ 1012 A=m2 and
5 "s, respectively. DW is displaced from right to left by the
pulsed current. (i) MFM image after an application of a pulsed
current from right to left. The current density and pulse
duration are 1:2$ 1012 A=m2 and 5 "s, respectively. DW is
displaced from left to right by the pulsed current.
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Theories

We first study the adiabatic limit, which is of interest
for metallic nanowires, where ! ! k"1

F . In this limit, we
take u2q ! 4"

! ##q$ and by noting #$k%q;"% " $k%$q&0 &
2%! ! 0, we immediately see from Eq. (8) that Fel & 0,
whereas
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e
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remains finite. The spin transfer in this adiabatic limit is
thus proportional to spin current flowing in the bulk
(away from the wall), js ' e "h

mV

P

kkx#fk% " fk"$ (V '
LA being the system volume). In reality, the spin current
is controlled only by controlling charge current. In
the linear-response regime, it is proportional to the
charge current j as js & & j, & being a material constant.
This parameter can be written as & & P

'#%'
% "

%'
"$=

P

'#%'
% % %'

"$ for a wire or bulk transport, and & &
P

'#N'
% " N'

"$=
P

'#N'
% % N'

"$ for a nanocontact and a
tunnel junction, where %'

( and N'
( are band (') and

spin ( ( ) resolved electrical conductivity and density of
states at the Fermi energy, respectively, of a homogeneous
ferromagnet. Experiments indicate that & is of the order
of unity in both bulk transport [20,21] and tunnel junc-
tions ( ) 0:5 [22]).

As seen from Eq. (15) below, the speed of the stream
motion of the wall is roughly given by vel (except in the
vicinity of the threshold jcr). For a lattice constant a)
1:5 #A and current density j & 1:2* 1012 +A=m2, [6], we
have a3j=e) 250 +m=s,. This speed is expected for
strongly spin-polarized materials (&) 1) including tran-
sition metals, but is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the
observed value )3 +m=s, [6]. This discrepancy may be
due to dissipation of angular momentum by spin-wave
emission, which is now under investigation [17].

Let us study the wall motion in the absence of pinning,
Fpin & 0, by solving the equations of motion, (4) and (5)
in the adiabatic case (Fel & 0). The solution with the
initial condition X & (0 & 0 at t & 0 is obtained as

) cot
!
'
!
X
"

&
###############

1" )2
p

coth#*t$ % 1 #j)j< 1$ (12)

&
###############

)2 " 1
p

cot#*t$ % 1 #j)j > 1$; (13)

where ) ' 2 "hvel=#SK?!$ and * & +'=#1%
'2$,#SK?=2 "h$*###############

1" )2
p

. For jvelj< vcr ' SK?!=2 "h (i.e., j)j< 1),
cot#'X=!$ remains finite as t ! 1, and the wall is not
driven to a stream motion but just displaced by !X &
!
2' sin

"1). In this case, the transferred spin is absorbed by
(0 and ‘‘dissipated’’ through K?, as seen from Eq. (5),
and is not used for the translational motion of the wall
( _XX); the wall is apparently ‘‘pinned’’ by the transverse
anisotropy. Thus, even without pinning force, the current
cannot drive the wall if the associated spin current is
smaller than the critical value [23]

jcr#1$s & eS2

a3 "h
K?!: (14)

Above this threshold, js > jcr#1$s (j)j > 1), this process
with K? cannot support the transferred spin and the wall
begins a stream motion. The wall velocity after ‘‘depin-
ning’’ is an oscillating function of time around the aver-
age value (Fig. 1)

h _XXi & 1

1% '2

1

2S
a3

e

##########################

j2s " #jcr#1$s $2
q

; (15)

which is similar to the Walker’s solution for the field-
driven case [1,24]. (The bracket h- - -i means time aver-
age.) The asymptotic behavior h _XXi / js for js ! jcr#1$s is
governed by the angular momentum conservation (with
constant dissipation rate).

We now introduce a pinning potential Vpin and study
the ‘‘true’’ depinning of the wall by the spin-transfer
effect in the adiabatic limit. Since spin transfer acts as a
force on (0, the depinning can be better formulated in
terms of (0. We consider a quadratic pinning potential
with a range +, Vpin & #NV0=+2$#X2 " +2$,#+" jXj$,
where ,#x$ is the Heaviside step function. Then the equa-
tion for (0 reads #1% '2$ $((0 & "' _((0#-%. cos2(0$ "
-+#.=2$ sin2(0 % #vel=!$,, where . ' SK?= "h and - '
2V0!2=+2 "hS. This equation describes the motion of a
classical particle in a tilted washboard potential ~VV with
(modified) friction. For vel > vcr#& .!

2 $, local minima
disappear in ~VV and (0 is then ‘‘depinned.’’ Then the above
equation indicates that (0 starts to drift with average
velocity h _((0i & "vel=#'!$ (with oscillating components
neglected). The displacement of X#t$ inside the pinning
potential is then obtained from Eqs. (4) and (5) as X ’
#vel=-'$ ' Xmax. The depinning of the wall occurs when
Xmax > +, which defines another critical current, jcr#2$s .
Thus, the critical spin current jcrs will be given by jcr#1$s

defined above if the pinning is weak (V0 & K?='), while
it is given by

jcr#2$s ' 4e
a3 "h

'V0!2=+ (16)

if the pinning is strong (V0 * K?='). Since ' is usually
believed to be small [9], we expect that the critical
current is mostly determined by K?. This seems to be
consistent with the observations that the critical current is

FIG. 1. Time-averaged wall velocity as a function of spin
current, js, in the weak pinning case (V0 & K?=').
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In general there are spin-transfer and 
momentum-transfer terms in the 
equation of motion

Only the former contributes to the 
motion of smooth domain walls, while 
the later is proportional to the wall 
resistance

L. Berger, JAP 55, 1954 (1984); JAP 71, 2721 (1992)

Theory of Current-Driven Domain Wall Motion: Spin Transfer versus Momentum Transfer

Gen Tatara
Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-0043, Japan

Hiroshi Kohno
Graduate School of Engineering Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-8531, Japan

(Received 22 August 2003; published 26 February 2004)

A self-contained theory of the domain wall dynamics in ferromagnets under finite electric current is
presented. The current has two effects: one is momentum transfer, which is proportional to the charge
current and wall resistivity (!w); the other is spin transfer, proportional to spin current. For thick walls,
as in metallic wires, the latter dominates and the threshold current for wall motion is determined by the
hard-axis magnetic anisotropy, except for the case of very strong pinning. For thin walls, as in
nanocontacts and magnetic semiconductors, the momentum-transfer effect dominates, and the thresh-
old current is proportional to V0=!w, V0 being the pinning potential.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.086601 PACS numbers: 72.25.Pn, 72.15.Gd

Manipulation of magnetization and magnetic domain
wall [1] by use of electric current is of special interest
recently [2–6], from the viewpoint of application to spin-
tronics, e.g., novel magnetic devices where the informa-
tion is written electrically, and also as a basic physics in
that it involves fascinating angular momentum dynamics.

Current-driven motion of a domain wall was studied in
a series of pioneering works by Berger [7–9]. In 1984, he
argued that the electric current exerts a force on the
domain wall via the exchange coupling [8]. Later, in
1992, he discussed that a spin-polarized current (spin
current) exerts a torque on the wall magnetization and
studied the wall motion due to a pulsed spin-polarized
current [9]. These theoretical works are based on his deep
physical insight but seem to lack transparency as a self-
contained theory. Also, their phenomenological character
makes the limit of applicability unclear. In view
of recent precise experiments [4–6], a general theory
starting from a microscopic description is now needed.

In this Letter, we reformulate the problem of domain
wall dynamics in the presence of electric current
and explore some new features such as current-induced
depinning of the wall. We start from a microscopic
Hamiltonian with an exchange interaction between con-
duction electrons and spins of a domain wall [10]. With a
key observation that the wall position X and polarization
"0 (the angle between spins at the wall center and the
easy plane) are the proper collective coordinates [11] to
describe its dynamics, it follows straightforwardly that
the electric current affects the wall motion in two differ-
ent ways, in agreement with Berger’s observation. The
first is as a force on X, or momentum transfer, due to the
reflection of conduction electrons. This effect is propor-
tional to the charge current and wall resistance and,
hence, is negligible except for very thin walls. The other
is as a spin torque (a force on "0), arising when an
electron passes through the wall. Nowadays it is also
called as spin transfer [2] between electrons and wall

magnetization. This effect is the dominant one for thick
walls where the spin of the electron follows the magne-
tization adiabatically.

The motion of a domain wall under a steady current is
studied in two limiting cases. In the adiabatic case, we
show that even without a pinning force, there is a thresh-
old spin current jcrs below which the wall does not move.
This threshold is proportional to K?, the hard-axis mag-
netic anisotropy. Underlying this is that the angular mo-
mentum transferred from the electron can be carried by
both X and "0, and the latter can completely absorb the
spin transfer if the spin current is small, js < jcrs . The
pinning potential V0 affects jcrs only if it is very strong,
V0 * K?=#, where # is the damping parameter in the
Landau-Lifshits-Gilbert equation. In most real systems
with small #, the threshold would thus be determined by
K?. Therefore, the critical current for the adiabatic wall
will be controllable by the sample shape and, in particu-
lar, by the thickness of the film and does not suffer very
much from pinning arising from sample irregularities.
This would be a great advantage in application. The
wall velocity after depinning is found to be h _XXi /
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!js=jcrs "2 # 1
p

.
In the case of a thin wall, the wall is driven by the

momentum transfer, which is proportional to the charge
current j and wall resistivity !w. The critical current
density in this case is given by jcr / V0=!w.

We consider a ferromagnet consisting of localized
spins S and conduction electrons. The spins are assumed
to have an easy z axis and a hard y axis. In the continuum
approximation, the spin part is described by the
Lagrangian [12–14]

LS$
Z d3x

a3

"

!hS _""!cos$#1"#Vpin%$&#
S2

2
fJ!!r$"2

'sin2$!r""2"'sin2$!K'K?sin
2""g

#

; (1)
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Current-Spin Coupling for Ferromagnetic Domain Walls in Fine Wires
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The coupling between a current and a domain wall is examined. In the presence of a finite current and in
the absence of a potential which breaks the translational symmetry, there is a perfect transfer of angular
momentum from the conduction electrons to the wall. As a result, the ground state is in uniform motion
and this remains the case even when relaxation is included. This is described by, appropriately modified,
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations. The results for a simple pinning model are compared with experiment.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.95.107204 PACS numbers: 75.60.2d, 73.40.Cg, 73.50.Bk, 75.70.2i

Spintronic devices have great technological promise but
represent a challenging problem at both an applied and a
fundamental level. It has been shown theoretically [1,2]
that the direction of a magnetic domain might be switched
using currents alone. Devices designed to use this principle
often consist of multilayers of magnetic and nonmagnetic
conductors. The advantages of similar devices based upon
the current induced displacement of a domain wall are
simplicity and the fact that the switching current is much
smaller [3–6]. Experimentally the current induced dis-
placement of a domain wall has been clearly demonstrated
and in recent experiments [5,6] the velocity of the wall was
measured.

The current induced motion of a magnetic domain in-
volves the transfer of angular momentum from the con-
duction electrons. The early theory [1,2] and most of the
subsequent work [7] are based upon some type of assump-
tion about this torque transfer process and there is no real
consensus on how this should appear in the (Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert) equations of motion [7]. The purpose of
this Letter is to develop a complete theory of this pro-
cess for a domain wall, based upon a specific model
Hamiltonian and physically justified approximations.

The current carrying ferromagnetic wire lies along an
easy z axis, and although similar conclusions are valid for
the Stoner (and related) models, here attention will be
focused upon the s! d-exchange model. The direction
of the local moments, ~Si, which make up the domain
wall, is specified by the Euler angles !i and "i. To make
diagonal the interaction H tJ " !J ~Si # ~si, at site i, the axis
of quantization of the conduction electron moments ~si is
rotated along this same direction. Here, J is the conduction
electron to local moment exchange constant. If  $~ri; t%
is the conduction electron spinor field at the position ~ri,
then this amounts to making a SU(2) gauge transformation,
 $ ~ri; t% ! r$!i;"i% $~ri; t%, where r$!i;"i% & ei"isz=@ '
ei!isy=@e!i"isz=@ and where ~s & @ ~#

2 and ~# are the Pauli
matrices. This transformation introduces no less than
three gauge fields. The longitudinal such field has been
exploited in the development of theories of the Hall ef-
fect [8]. Bazaliy et al. [9] describe angular momentum

transfer in terms of this same field. That a transverse field
appears in their Landau-Litshiftz equations reflects a finite
@V f!i;"ig=@"i, where V f!i;"ig is the energy as a func-
tion of the angles f!i;"ig. This current induced transverse
field leads to a solution in which the wall moves with a
finite velocity, but which cannot be the ground state since
it is equally the case that the equilibrium conditions re-
quire both @V =@"i and @V =@!i to be zero. This state
must relax into one which is stationary and for which
@V =@"i " 0. If true, this demonstrates the existence of
intrinsic pinning, as pointed out by Tatara and Kohno [10].
Here it will be shown that such pinning does not exist; i.e.,
the ground state has a finite velocity in the absence of
extrinsic pinning.

In order to compare with experiment, damping due to
extrinsic defect pinning is introduced on a phenomenologi-
cal basis. The resulting predictions for the velocity of the
wall are found to be consistent with experiment.

Given that the domain wall lies in z-x plane, i.e., that
the "i " 0 (see below), angular momentum transfer ef-
fects can be accounted for in a simpler U(1) theory for ro-
tations about the perpendicular axis. The rotations r$!i% &
ei!isy=@ " (cos$!i=2% ) i sin$!i=2%#y* are all that is needed
to diagonalize !J ~S # ~s. This simpler approach can only
generate a single transverse gauge field, precisely that
ignored in the earlier work [9], and this alone is found to
be the origin of the transfer process.

The Hamiltonian is H " H e )H s )H tJ, where

H e " !
X

hiji##0
$cyi#tij##0cj#0 ) H:c:% !$N̂ (1)

is the electronic part, while the spin Hamiltonian

H s " !
X
i
$A0S2iz ! K0

?S
2
iy% ! J0s

X

hiji
~Si # ~Sj: (2)

The cyi# are the conduction electron creation operators for
spin # and site i. The uniform hopping integral is tij##0 "
t%##0 , and N̂ is the number operator. The constant J0s
reflects the direct exchange between local moments. The
anisotropy constants A0 and K0

? are positive, making the z
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motion with the relaxation modified as outlined above and
with the angular momentum transfer term added [see, e.g.,
Eqs. (10.11) and (11.2) of Ref. [15] ]. Without the current
v0 term, these are the homogeneous differential equations
of motion for a ‘‘particle’’ moving in the potential V !z" as
in the inset of Fig. 1. Assuming that v0 and the relaxation
are small corrections, Pz might be replaced by its average
hPzi over the motion. With this,

@z
@t

# !v0 # vr" $
1

mD
p; (17)

where vr $ !0 a3
2@ hPzi. The particular integral of this, i.e.,

the steady state solution, is obtained by eliminating the
quantity !v0 # vr" by z ! z# !v0 # vr"t. This causes the
potential to become time dependent, i.e., the motion is that
of a free particle driven by a time dependent force with
zero average and no relaxation. In the original frame the
resulting oscillations must be added to the constant veloc-
ity !v0 # vr". The nonconservative driving term has placed
the particle at an energy above the top of the maxima in the
pinning potential. The average hPzi is nonzero since the
particle spends more time in the regions where the retard-
ing effects of this same term are the greatest. This average
depends strongly only on the velocity near the maxima in
Pz, and these are far from the top of the well. The relevant
velocities and therefore hPzi are insensitive to small
changes in the particle energy for the energies of interest.
This justifies assuming that vr is a constant near to the
critical current. The kinetic critical current jk is evidently
given by v0 $ vr. Near to this threshold current, the aver-
age velocity,

v $ pC!j# jk"; C % a3

2eM
: (18)

Important is that the velocity near threshold is greatly
reduced but that C is independent of jk; i.e., above the
critical current, the angular momentum not destroyed by
the pinning is 100% converted into motion of the wall.

In Fig. 1 this prediction is compared with the experi-
ments of Yamaguchi et al. [5]. Using the lattice con-
stant for Permalloy, with M$1, C&4:5'10#11 m3=C,
and using p&0:7 suggested in Ref. [5], pC&3:15'
10#11 m3=C. This corresponds approximately to the gra-
dient of the line shown in Fig. 1. Clearly, within a factor of
2 in either sense, this is consistent with the trend of the data
points.
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and using p&0:7 suggested in Ref. [5], pC&3:15'
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points.
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Theories (cont.)
Roles of Nonequilibrium Conduction Electrons on the

Magnetization Dynamics of Ferromagnets
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The mutual dependence of spin-dependent conduction and magnetization dynamics of ferromagnets
provides the key mechanisms in various spin-dependent phenomena. We compute the response of the
conduction electron spins in a spatial and time varying magnetization M!r; t" in the time-dependent
semiclassical transport theory. We show that the induced nonequilibrium conduction spin density in
turn generates four spin torques acting on the magnetization–with each torque playing a different role in
magnetization dynamics. By comparing with recent theoretical models, we find that one of these
torques which has not been previously identified is crucial to consistently interpreting experimental data
on domain wall motion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.93.127204 PACS numbers: 75.45.+j, 72.25.Ba, 75.60.Ch

Recently, there has been emerging interests in the inter-
play between spin-dependent transport properties and the
magnetization dynamics of ferromagnets. The giant mag-
netoresistive effect in magnetic multilayers [1] is one of
the examples where the spin transport is controlled by
magnetization dynamics (or configurations). Spin angular
momentum transfer [2], or spin torque, manifests the
magnetization dynamics controlled by spin-polarized
conduction electrons. There are quite a few closely related
phenomena reported recently, e.g., enhancement of damp-
ing parameters due to spin pumping [3,4] and reaction
spin torques [5], dynamic RKKY interaction [6], spin
echo [7], adiabatic spin torques in a domain wall [8],
and current-induced global and local pressures on a do-
main wall [9]. These proposed or observed phenomena
motivated us to look for a theoretical framework which is
capable to address the above phenomena on an equal
footing. The essence of the above phenomena is to recog-
nize two types of electrons: spin-dependent transport is
provided by electrons at or near the Fermi level and the
magnetization dynamics can involve electrons below the
Fermi sea. While it is impossible to unambiguously sepa-
rate electrons of transport from electrons of magnetiza-
tion in a real ferromagnet, it has conventionally been
modeled in an ‘‘s-d’’ Hamiltonian,

Hsd # $Jexs % S (1)

where s and S are the (dimensionless) spins of itinerant
and localized electrons, and Jex is the exchange coupling
strength between them. In this Letter, we show that the
above simple s-d model in fact captures most of the
physics on the interplay between spin-polarized transport
of itinerant electrons and the magnetization dynamics of
local moments. We will first derive a linear response
function for the conduction electron spin in the presence
of a time and spatially varying local moment, and then by
using the same s-d model to calculate the spin torque on

the magnetization dynamics. Among other things, we
have found four distinct spin torques on the magnetiza-
tion. Three of them are closely related to previously
derived torques by using different methods. One of the
derived torque is new; it describes the mistracking be-
tween the conduction electron spin and the spatially
varying local moment. We further show that our formu-
lation can be conveniently applied to study the magneti-
zation dynamics. An example of domain wall motion is
presented at the end of the Letter.

The dynamics of the conduction electron will be con-
sidered separately from that of local magnetization. We
treat the itinerant spin s as a full quantum mechanical
operator whose equation of motion is governed by a
transport equation, but we approximate S as a classical
magnetization vector whose dynamics is much slower
than that of itinerant spins, i.e., we replace S by a classical
magnetization S=S # $M!r; t"=Ms so that

Hsd #
SJex
Ms

s %M!r; t" (2)

where jM!r; t"j # Ms is the saturation magnetization. We
first determine the induced spin density for a given M!r; t"
and then derive the reaction of the induced spin density to
the magnetization.

In the present Letter, the nonequilibrium conduction
electrons are generated by applying either a DC electric
field or a time-dependent magnetic field. While the elec-
tric field directly generates the charge and spin currents in
conducting ferromagnets, the time-dependent magnetic
field is to drive the magnetization motion that induces a
nonequilibrium spin density via the ‘‘s-d’’ interaction.
The conduction electron spin operator satisfies the gener-
alized spin continuity equation,

@s
@t

&r % Ĵ # 1

i !h
's; Hsd( $ "re!s" (3)
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of the spin torque in multilayers is solely determined by
the spin transport length scale.

The standard Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation
consists of a precessional term due to an effective field
and a phenomenological damping term. In addition to
these two torques, the above torque T is now added to
the LLG equation,

@M
@t

! "!M#Heff $
"
Ms

M# @M
@t

$ T; (10)

where ! is the gyromagnetic ratio, Heff is the effective
magnetic field, " is the Gilbert damping parameter. We
immediately realize that the first term in Eq. (9) is simply
to renormalize the gyromagnetic ratio while the second
term is to renormalize the damping parameter. Thus if we
introduce an effective gyromagnetic ratio !0 and the
damping parameter "0,

!0 ! !%1$ #&"1; !0"0 ! !%"$ $#&

where we have defined # ! %n0=Ms&=%1$ $2&, the LLG
equation remains in the same form. We point out that the
modification of the gyromagnetic ratio and the damping
parameter through the present mechanism is rather small
in transition metal ferromagnets. For a typical ferromag-
net (Ni, Co, Fe and their alloys), Jex ' 1 eV, S ! 2,
%sf ' 10"12 s, n0=Ms ' 10"2, $ ' 10"2 and thus # is
about 10"2 and $# is of the order of 10"4–much smaller
than the typical damping parameter of the order of 10"2.
Therefore, we conclude that the temporal spin torque
driven by the exchange interaction only slightly modifies
the damping parameter and can not be identified as a
leading mechanism for magnetization damping.

At this point, we should compare other theories on the
spin torque to this Letter. Tserkovnyak et al. [3,7] pro-
posed an adiabatic spin pumping mechanism to explain
the enhancement of Gilbert damping parameters. Ho et al
suggested a radiation field induced by precessional mo-
tion of magnets [5]. Most recently, a similar s-d model in
the presence of the time-dependent magnetization has
been considered [11]. The present approach reduces to
these theories in the simple limit considered for these
two terms. In fact, the idea of this temporal spin torque
had been suggested earlier: when the magnetization varies
in time, the spin of the conduction electrons tends to
follow the direction of the magnetization with a time
delay given by spin relaxation time. This latter phenome-
non was named as ‘‘breathing Fermi surface’’ [12].We are
now able to consider this physics of the enhanced damp-
ing on the equal footing as the current-induced spin
torques. We also point out that Waintal and Viret [9]
have recently proposed a nonadiabatic torque based on a
possible Larmor precession of the conduction electron
spin around the axis of the local magnetization vector.

Our main focus here is the spin torque due to the
spatially nonuniform magnetization vector, the last two

terms in Eq. (9). Since the temporal spin torques can be
completely absorbed by the redefinition of the gyromag-
netic ratio and damping constant, we shall now ignore
them and concentrate on the role of spin torque generated
by the nonuniform magnetization. We thus write the full
equation for the magnetization dynamics below

@M
@t

! "!M#Heff $
"
Ms

M# @M
@t

" bJ
M2

s
M

#
!

M# @M
@x

"

" cJ
Ms

M# @M
@x

(11)

where we assume the direction of current x-direction
(je ! jeex), bJ ! Pje&B=eMs%1$ $2&, and cJ !
Pje&B$=eMs%1$ $2&. Note that bJ and cJ have the units
of velocity. The ‘‘bJ’’ term has been already proposed by
Bazaliy et al. [13] when they consider a ballistic motion of
conduction electrons in the half-metal materials.
Recently Tatara and Kohno also derived a similar expres-
sion [8]. We have seen that this term describes the adia-
batic process of the nonequilibrium conduction electrons.
The ‘‘cJ’’ term is completely new; it is related to the
spatial mistracking of spins between conduction electrons
and local magnetization. While this term is known in the
physics of domain wall resistance [14–16], it also gives
rise a nonadiabatic spin torque, the last term in Eq. (11).
At first sight, one might think that this ‘‘cJ’’ term may be
discarded since it is much smaller than the ‘‘bJ’’ term
(cJ=bJ ! $ ' 10"2). We will show below that the termi-
nal velocity of a domain wall is independent of the
strength of ‘‘bJ’’, rather it is controlled by this small
‘‘cJ’’ term. Thus, experimental analysis on the domain
wall motion must include this new ‘‘cJ’’ term.

To make a concrete prediction on the domain wall
dynamics from Eq. (11), we consider a Néel-wall in a
magnetic nanowire whose magnetization vector only de-
pends on the position along the wire, i.e., M ! M%x; t&.
The effective field entering Eq. (11) is modeled by

H eff !
HKMx

Ms
ex$

2A
M2

s
r2M" 4'Mzez $Hextex (12)

where HK is the anisotropy field, A is the exchange
constant, and 4'Mz is the demagnetization field. In the
presence of the spin torque, we follow the Walker’s pre-
scription of the domain wall motion by introducing a trial
function M%(; ’& where %(;)& are polar angles in the
following form [17],

’!’%t&; lntan
'"(
2

! 1

W%t&

#

x"
Z t

0
v%%&d%

$

(13)

The first equation assumes that the projection of the
magnetization vector in the domain wall on the yz plane
is independent of the position. The second equation in
Eq. (13) postulates that the domain wall shape remains a
standard Néel-wall form except that the wall width W%t&
varies with time and the wall moves at velocity v%t&. By
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Current-driven magnetization dynamics in ferromagnetic metals are studied in a self-consistent
adiabatic local-density approximation in the presence of spin-conserving and spin-dephasing impu-
rity scattering. We derive Gilbert damping and spin-transfer torques entering the Landau-Lifshitz
equation linear in frequency and wave vector. Gilbert damping and a current-driven dissipative
torque scale identically and compete, with a result that a steady current-driven domain-wall motion
is insensitive to spin dephasing. A uniform magnetization is found to be stable against spin torques,
in contrast to the predictions of the “s-d” model. A dynamic spin-transfer torque reminiscent of
the spin pumping in multilayers govern the current-induced domain-wall distortion.

PACS numbers: 72.25.Pn,75.45.+j,72.15.Gd,72.25.Ba

Metallic ferromagnets, notably the transition metals
Fe, Co and Ni, seem to be well understood, at least
at temperatures su!ciently below criticality. Ground
state properties such as cohesive energies, elastic con-
stants [1], and magnetic anisotropies in multilayers [2], as
well as low-energy excitations that define Fermi surfaces
[3], spin-wave dispersions, and Curie temperatures [4] are
computed accurately and without adjustable parameters
in the framework of local spin-density–functional theory
(SDFT) [5]. Transport properties such as electric re-
sistances due to random impurities are accessible to ab
initio band-structure calculations as well [6]. However,
important issues are still under discussion. Consensus
has not been reached, e.g., on the nature and modeling
of the Gilbert damping of the magnetization dynamics
[7, 8], the anomalous Hall e"ect [9], and the current-
induced magnetization dynamics [10–18]. These e"ects
fundamental nature and technological importance make
them attractive in the scientific community.

In this Letter, we hope to contribute to a better un-
derstanding of the interaction of an electric current with
a magnetization order parameter in dirty ferromagnets,
motivated in part by the sophistication with which the
analogous systems of dirty superconductors have been
understood [19]. To this end, we proceed from time-
dependent SDFT in an adiabatic local density approxi-
mation (ALDA) and the Keldysh Green function method
in a quasiparticle approximation. We derive a Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for the spatiotemporal magne-
tization in a di"use ferromagnet that significantly di"ers
from earlier phenomenological approaches based on the
s-d model. We illustrate the general theory by a discus-
sion of the influence of an electric current on spin-wave
excitations and domain-wall motion.

The convincing evidence that transition-metal ground
and weakly-excited states are well described by the mean-
field Stoner model provided by local-SDFT can be ratio-
nalized by the strong hybridization between the nearly

free s-p bands and the localized d -electrons [5]. It im-
plies that the orbital angular momentum is completely
quenched on typical transport and magnetization dy-
namic time scales. Both electric current and magneti-
zation are therefore carried by the same itinerant Bloch
states. The alternative s-d model, in which only the lo-
calized d -electrons are intrinsically magnetic and a"ect
the delocalized s-electrons only via a spin-dependent ex-
change potential, is often used because it is amenable to
sophisticated many-body treatments. On a mean-field
level and with adjustable parameters, both models are
completely equivalent for static properties. We find that
the magnetization dynamics show drastic and experimen-
tally testable di"erences that derive from the necessity of
a self-consistent treatment of the exchange potential in
itinerant ferromagnets.

In time-dependent SDFT [20–22], the magnetic re-
sponse is formally reduced to a one-body Hamiltonian
in 2 ! 2 Pauli spin space spanned by the unit matrix 1̂
and !̂ = (!̂x, !̂y, !̂z), the vector of one-half of the Pauli
matrices:

Ĥ = [H0 + U(r, t) + V ["̂](r, t)] 1̂

+ #!!̂ · (H + Hxc ["̂]) (r, t) + Ĥ! , (1)

where H0 is the crystal Hamiltonian, U is the scalar dis-
order potential including an external electric field, and
V the spin-independent part of the exchange-correlation
potential. We recognize on the r.h.s. the Zeeman energy
due to the sum of externally-applied and anisotropy mag-
netic fields H as well as an exchange-correlation contri-
bution Hxc, disregarding an exchange-correlation mag-
netic field coupled to the orbital motion. Here, # > 0
is (minus) the gyromagnetic ratio and. Hxc and V are
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If we view n2(r,t)#1 as a sphere, Amon has the simple in-
terpretation of the vector potential due to a magnetic mono-

pole located at the center of the sphere. The monopole term

is known to appear from U")* iU)" in the theory of the

Berry phase and is used by other CMR theories in different

forms #see Ref. 5$. Equation #3$ has a form of a Schrödinger
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where j is an electric current.

Magnetization motion is described by Landau-Lifshitz

equations which are obtained from the energy functional.

After adding Eq. #4$ to the usual energy density of a ferro-
magnet with uniaxial anisotropy along the axis !, we obtain
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with K$0 corresponding to the easy axis and K%0 to the
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where the last term in f is new and describes the effect of the

current. The system of Eq. #3$ and Eqs. #6$, #7$ constitutes a
complete set of equations for a magnet with current. Equa-

tions #6$, #7$, generalizing the Landau-Lifshitz equation in
the presence of a current, are the central result of this work.

Since magnetization corresponds to angular momentum
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The flux 2ki consists of two parts: one due to the spatial

derivatives of magnetization and another due to the motion

of conducting electrons. In our situation the spins of moving

electrons are parallel to n. That is why their contribution is

factorized in the form (&/2)( j i /e)nk .
Consider the stationary case in an experimental setting

shown on Fig. 1. For the stationary process the rhs of Eq. #6$
vanishes. The current propagates along the ŷ direction. All

spatial derivatives reduce to “!*y . For the reasons imme-
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Since n in the stationary case depends on y only, we can

interpret y as a fictitious time; together with n2#1, Eq. #10$
can then be interpreted as the equation of motion for a par-

ticle of a mass J̃ confined to the surface of a unit sphere

and experiencing two forces: #a$ a force of magnitude
!K̃(!•n)! parallel to the anisotropy axis, and #b$ a Lorentz
force, due to a field Hmon#!Q( j /e)n of a magnetic mono-

pole positioned in the center of the sphere.

The vector product ensures that only tangential compo-

nents of the total force act on the particle. The normal com-

ponent is compensated by the reaction forces. Such an anal-

ogy enables one to visualize the solutions of the original

equation #10$ as trajectories of a massive particle on the
sphere.

The equation of particle motion in the field of a magnetic

monopole #10$ has two first integrals.7
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Together they provide a way to solve Eq. #10$ for arbitrary
initial conditions. Expressing everything through the Euler

angles 4!(y),5(y)6 #defined in Fig. 1$ of the vector n, we
obtain
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If we view n2(r,t)#1 as a sphere, Amon has the simple in-
terpretation of the vector potential due to a magnetic mono-
pole located at the center of the sphere. The monopole term
is known to appear from U")* iU)" in the theory of the
Berry phase and is used by other CMR theories in different
forms #see Ref. 5$. Equation #3$ has a form of a Schrödinger
equation in a magnetic field expanded up to the linear term in
Aeff, with vector potential Ai
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scribes the motion of the conducting electrons in the given
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where j is an electric current.
Magnetization motion is described by Landau-Lifshitz

equations which are obtained from the energy functional.
After adding Eq. #4$ to the usual energy density of a ferro-
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where the last term in f is new and describes the effect of the
current. The system of Eq. #3$ and Eqs. #6$, #7$ constitutes a
complete set of equations for a magnet with current. Equa-
tions #6$, #7$, generalizing the Landau-Lifshitz equation in
the presence of a current, are the central result of this work.
Since magnetization corresponds to angular momentum

L#&/g1BM, an equation of the angular momentum flux
continuity follows from Eq. #7$:
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The flux 2ki consists of two parts: one due to the spatial
derivatives of magnetization and another due to the motion
of conducting electrons. In our situation the spins of moving
electrons are parallel to n. That is why their contribution is
factorized in the form (&/2)( j i /e)nk .
Consider the stationary case in an experimental setting

shown on Fig. 1. For the stationary process the rhs of Eq. #6$
vanishes. The current propagates along the ŷ direction. All
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diately following we will denote differentiation with a prime
to get a resemblance to a time derivative in notation *yn
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Since n in the stationary case depends on y only, we can
interpret y as a fictitious time; together with n2#1, Eq. #10$
can then be interpreted as the equation of motion for a par-
ticle of a mass J̃ confined to the surface of a unit sphere
and experiencing two forces: #a$ a force of magnitude
!K̃(!•n)! parallel to the anisotropy axis, and #b$ a Lorentz
force, due to a field Hmon#!Q( j /e)n of a magnetic mono-
pole positioned in the center of the sphere.
The vector product ensures that only tangential compo-

nents of the total force act on the particle. The normal com-
ponent is compensated by the reaction forces. Such an anal-
ogy enables one to visualize the solutions of the original
equation #10$ as trajectories of a massive particle on the
sphere.
The equation of particle motion in the field of a magnetic

monopole #10$ has two first integrals.7
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Together they provide a way to solve Eq. #10$ for arbitrary
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angles 4!(y),5(y)6 #defined in Fig. 1$ of the vector n, we
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in gradients and using !!!0 for JH!" we reduce Eq. #1$
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If we view n2(r,t)#1 as a sphere, Amon has the simple in-
terpretation of the vector potential due to a magnetic mono-
pole located at the center of the sphere. The monopole term
is known to appear from U")* iU)" in the theory of the
Berry phase and is used by other CMR theories in different
forms #see Ref. 5$. Equation #3$ has a form of a Schrödinger
equation in a magnetic field expanded up to the linear term in
Aeff, with vector potential Ai
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k. It de-
scribes the motion of the conducting electrons in the given
field n(r,t). Conversely it gives the interaction between the
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the same as for an electromagnetic interaction, and hence we
can write by analogy
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where j is an electric current.
Magnetization motion is described by Landau-Lifshitz

equations which are obtained from the energy functional.
After adding Eq. #4$ to the usual energy density of a ferro-
magnet with uniaxial anisotropy along the axis !, we obtain
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with K$0 corresponding to the easy axis and K%0 to the
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where the last term in f is new and describes the effect of the
current. The system of Eq. #3$ and Eqs. #6$, #7$ constitutes a
complete set of equations for a magnet with current. Equa-
tions #6$, #7$, generalizing the Landau-Lifshitz equation in
the presence of a current, are the central result of this work.
Since magnetization corresponds to angular momentum

L#&/g1BM, an equation of the angular momentum flux
continuity follows from Eq. #7$:
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The flux 2ki consists of two parts: one due to the spatial
derivatives of magnetization and another due to the motion
of conducting electrons. In our situation the spins of moving
electrons are parallel to n. That is why their contribution is
factorized in the form (&/2)( j i /e)nk .
Consider the stationary case in an experimental setting

shown on Fig. 1. For the stationary process the rhs of Eq. #6$
vanishes. The current propagates along the ŷ direction. All
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diately following we will denote differentiation with a prime
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Since n in the stationary case depends on y only, we can
interpret y as a fictitious time; together with n2#1, Eq. #10$
can then be interpreted as the equation of motion for a par-
ticle of a mass J̃ confined to the surface of a unit sphere
and experiencing two forces: #a$ a force of magnitude
!K̃(!•n)! parallel to the anisotropy axis, and #b$ a Lorentz
force, due to a field Hmon#!Q( j /e)n of a magnetic mono-
pole positioned in the center of the sphere.
The vector product ensures that only tangential compo-

nents of the total force act on the particle. The normal com-
ponent is compensated by the reaction forces. Such an anal-
ogy enables one to visualize the solutions of the original
equation #10$ as trajectories of a massive particle on the
sphere.
The equation of particle motion in the field of a magnetic

monopole #10$ has two first integrals.7
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angles 4!(y),5(y)6 #defined in Fig. 1$ of the vector n, we
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terpretation of the vector potential due to a magnetic mono-
pole located at the center of the sphere. The monopole term
is known to appear from U")* iU)" in the theory of the
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equations which are obtained from the energy functional.
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where the last term in f is new and describes the effect of the
current. The system of Eq. #3$ and Eqs. #6$, #7$ constitutes a
complete set of equations for a magnet with current. Equa-
tions #6$, #7$, generalizing the Landau-Lifshitz equation in
the presence of a current, are the central result of this work.
Since magnetization corresponds to angular momentum
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The flux 2ki consists of two parts: one due to the spatial
derivatives of magnetization and another due to the motion
of conducting electrons. In our situation the spins of moving
electrons are parallel to n. That is why their contribution is
factorized in the form (&/2)( j i /e)nk .
Consider the stationary case in an experimental setting
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Since n in the stationary case depends on y only, we can
interpret y as a fictitious time; together with n2#1, Eq. #10$
can then be interpreted as the equation of motion for a par-
ticle of a mass J̃ confined to the surface of a unit sphere
and experiencing two forces: #a$ a force of magnitude
!K̃(!•n)! parallel to the anisotropy axis, and #b$ a Lorentz
force, due to a field Hmon#!Q( j /e)n of a magnetic mono-
pole positioned in the center of the sphere.
The vector product ensures that only tangential compo-

nents of the total force act on the particle. The normal com-
ponent is compensated by the reaction forces. Such an anal-
ogy enables one to visualize the solutions of the original
equation #10$ as trajectories of a massive particle on the
sphere.
The equation of particle motion in the field of a magnetic

monopole #10$ has two first integrals.7
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Together they provide a way to solve Eq. #10$ for arbitrary
initial conditions. Expressing everything through the Euler
angles 4!(y),5(y)6 #defined in Fig. 1$ of the vector n, we
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g! J̃!n"K̃"!•n#!, "20#

and suppose n0(r) solves $g#n0%!0, i.e., represents a static
solution in the absence of the current. Then

n"r,t #!n0!r"Q" j
e
# t$!n0" r" &0Lm

&

j

j0
t # , "21#

where &0!K̃ is a solution of Eq. "20# for a nonzero current.
For instance, a moving Bloch wall will be a solution when
current is flowing perpendicular to it "provided pinning is
absent#.
Another particular solution is a spin wave in the presence

of a current. We search for a solution "7# in the form of a
spin wave: '(!const, )!kr$&t*. This gives the spectrum

&! J̃ k2$Q
j–k
e

"K̃ . "22#

As we see, the current changes the energy gap of spin waves
and shifts the position of the minimum:

&min!K̃$" Q j

e
# 2 cos2 +

4 J̃
!&0" 1$

j2

32j0
2
cos2 + # ,

where + is the angle between j and k and &0!K̃ is the gap
of spin wave in an anisotropic ferromagnet. For large enough

current j%4& j0 an instability occurs. That is also the con-
dition which leads in region C in Fig. 3 to the loss of any
trajectory approaching ! at infinity as the integral "14# be-
comes undetermined. A spin-wave instability is also pre-
dicted in other models of spin-polarized transport.6

Impurity scattering is not taken into account in our deri-
vation of Eqs. "6# and "18#, but we argue that those equations
will not be changed. Collisions without spin flip do not trans-
fer angular momentum and cannot enter in Eq. "6#. Also if
the boundary roughness is smaller than elastic mean free
path l t the change of Eq. "18# must be negligible. Spin-flip
collisions in the ferromagnet do contribute to random angu-
lar momentum exchange with a rate measured by the spin-
diffusion length ls

FM . They can be neglected if the rate of
ordered transfer of angular momentum is much greater, i.e.,
if Lm&ls

FM . Note that for JH!, spin flip cannot happen
because there is no phase space for outgoing electrons with
the wrong spin direction; for finite spin polarization spin
flipping is partially suppressed and ls

FM%ls
NM , where ls

NM is
the normal metal value. Experiments11 show l t-Lm&ls

NM ,
ls
NM-0.3 mm in Al, which validates our approach.
Discussing possible experiments we note that the charac-

teristic current is large, but such densities are in fact common
for layered metallic structures and j- j0 is experimentally
possible. Then the calculated magnetization deviates by
-20° on the boundary "Fig. 2#. Spin polarized current can
be created by another magnetic electrode which should be
placed within a distance d'ls

NM from the first one, and by
changing d the degree of polarization of injected current can
be controlled. Detection of the effect is difficult, but element-
specific x-ray magnetic circular dichroism12 "MXCD# could
be used for a quantitative measurement of the deviation on
the boundary. A single layer of a different magnetic element
grown on the boundary will give a separate MXCD signal
from which ("0# can be extracted. Optical detection methods
could also be possible.
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FIG. 3. A typical 2-D section of the phase diagram plotted for
(0!./3. A: domain of existence of a solution to "19#; B: no solu-
tion, b.c. at y!0 can not be satisfied; C: no solution, b.c. at y
!, can not be satisfied and spin wave instability occurs.
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g! J̃!n"K̃"!•n#!, "20#

and suppose n0(r) solves $g#n0%!0, i.e., represents a static
solution in the absence of the current. Then

n"r,t #!n0!r"Q" j
e
# t$!n0" r" &0Lm

&

j

j0
t # , "21#

where &0!K̃ is a solution of Eq. "20# for a nonzero current.
For instance, a moving Bloch wall will be a solution when
current is flowing perpendicular to it "provided pinning is
absent#.
Another particular solution is a spin wave in the presence

of a current. We search for a solution "7# in the form of a
spin wave: '(!const, )!kr$&t*. This gives the spectrum

&! J̃ k2$Q
j–k
e

"K̃ . "22#

As we see, the current changes the energy gap of spin waves
and shifts the position of the minimum:

&min!K̃$" Q j

e
# 2 cos2 +

4 J̃
!&0" 1$

j2

32j0
2
cos2 + # ,

where + is the angle between j and k and &0!K̃ is the gap
of spin wave in an anisotropic ferromagnet. For large enough

current j%4& j0 an instability occurs. That is also the con-
dition which leads in region C in Fig. 3 to the loss of any
trajectory approaching ! at infinity as the integral "14# be-
comes undetermined. A spin-wave instability is also pre-
dicted in other models of spin-polarized transport.6

Impurity scattering is not taken into account in our deri-
vation of Eqs. "6# and "18#, but we argue that those equations
will not be changed. Collisions without spin flip do not trans-
fer angular momentum and cannot enter in Eq. "6#. Also if
the boundary roughness is smaller than elastic mean free
path l t the change of Eq. "18# must be negligible. Spin-flip
collisions in the ferromagnet do contribute to random angu-
lar momentum exchange with a rate measured by the spin-
diffusion length ls

FM . They can be neglected if the rate of
ordered transfer of angular momentum is much greater, i.e.,
if Lm&ls

FM . Note that for JH!, spin flip cannot happen
because there is no phase space for outgoing electrons with
the wrong spin direction; for finite spin polarization spin
flipping is partially suppressed and ls

FM%ls
NM , where ls

NM is
the normal metal value. Experiments11 show l t-Lm&ls

NM ,
ls
NM-0.3 mm in Al, which validates our approach.
Discussing possible experiments we note that the charac-

teristic current is large, but such densities are in fact common
for layered metallic structures and j- j0 is experimentally
possible. Then the calculated magnetization deviates by
-20° on the boundary "Fig. 2#. Spin polarized current can
be created by another magnetic electrode which should be
placed within a distance d'ls

NM from the first one, and by
changing d the degree of polarization of injected current can
be controlled. Detection of the effect is difficult, but element-
specific x-ray magnetic circular dichroism12 "MXCD# could
be used for a quantitative measurement of the deviation on
the boundary. A single layer of a different magnetic element
grown on the boundary will give a separate MXCD signal
from which ("0# can be extracted. Optical detection methods
could also be possible.
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Beyond instability?

into (7), we obtain the spin-wave Lagrangian Lsw, up to the
quadratic order in !, as

Lsw ! !hNS
2"

X

k

!

i"!#
k _!k$ _!#

k!%$ 2&""0%
k $ k" _X

$vs%'!#
k!k(

vc

"
"1$ 4sin2#0%"!$k!k(!#

$k!
#
k%
"

;

(9)

where N ! 2"A=a3 is the number of spins in the wall (A is
the cross-sectional area of the wall), ""0%

k ! KS
!h )

"k2"2 ( 1( $=2%, and vc ! "K?S
2 !h . Details of the calcula-

tion will be presented in a separate paper. From Eq. (9), we
find the spin-wave dispersion around a current-driven do-
main wall:

"dw
k ! KS

!h
f"k2"2 ( 1%"k2"2 ( 1( $%

( 2$2sin2#0 cos2#0g1=2 ( k"vs $ _X%: (10)

The most important difference from the case of uniform
ferromagnet is that the drift velocity vs ! a3

2eS js of spin
current appears as a relative velocity, vs $ _X, with respect
to the moving wall.

Equation (10) shows that the spin-wave energy depends
strongly on the wall dynamics (through _X and #0). From
the equations of motion for the domain wall [21], " _#0 (
% _X ! 0 and _X$ %" _#0 ! vc sin2#0 ( vs, where % * 1
is a damping parameter, we have "1( %2% _X !
vc sin2#0 ( vs. Neglecting terms of +O"%2%, we have

"dw
k ! KS

!h

#

f"k2"2 ( 1%"k2"2 ( 1( $%

( 2$2sin2#0 cos2#0g1=2 $
k"
2
$ sin2#0

$

; (11)

which depends on js implicitly through #0.
For K >K?, it is easy to see that "dw

k remains positive
for all values of k and js [27]. Thus, a domain-wall state is
stable irrespective of the magnitude of the spin current in
this case. This indicates that a uniform ferromagnetism
collapses into a multidomain configuration for js > jcrs ,
where jcrs ! 2eS2

!ha3 K""1(
%%%%%%%%%%%%%

1( $
p

% is the critical spin cur-
rent density for the instability of a uniform ferromagnet
[9–11]. Since the domain wall flows for js > jdepins ,
eS2
!ha3 K"$ [21], which satisfies jcrs > jdepins , it starts to flow
as soon as it is created [Fig. 1(a)]. The stability of the
moving domain-wall state is natural from Galilean invari-
ance since the domain wall with velocity of vs is equivalent
to the static domain wall without spin current.

In the opposite case, K? >K, the spin wave shows no
anomaly as long as js < jdepins , where the wall remains
static with constant #0 [ ! $ 1

2 sin
$1"vs=vc%]. Hence, for

jcrs < js < jdepins (jcrs < jdepins is realized when K? > 8K),
the static multidomain state is realized. In contrast, as soon

as the wall starts to move under a larger spin current (js >
jdepins ), the spin wave becomes unstable [Eq. (11)]. Thus,
another ground state would appear. The wavelength of the
unstable mode around the uniform magnetization, k !
$&K"K ( K?%=J2'1=4 [11], suggests that this unknown
ground state has a spatial structure with a short length
scale of +"KK?=J2%$1=4 ! "K=K?%1=4"< ".

We have thus shown that the spin-wave instability under
the spin current is avoided by the existence of a domain
wall. This may indicate that domain nucleation occurs
under spin current. We cannot, however, answer here
how many domains are created. The above argument holds
for each segment larger than the wall thickness, ", and thus
the domain wall can be nucleated with spacing of +". For
a correct estimate of the spacing, however, we need to
consider the dipolar interaction among domains. We do
not pursue this point in this Letter.

We here present a supporting argument for the above
scenario of domain formation by evaluating explicitly the
total energy of a domain wall in the presence of spin
current. We consider only the case K * K? and jcrs <
js * jdepins , where the wall can remain static and thus the
energy comparison has physical meaning. A static domain-
wall configuration is given by &"x; t% ! &s"x% !
2tan$1 exp"$x="0%, #"x; t% ! #s"x%, where "0 !
"=

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

1( $sin2#0

p

includes the effect of a contraction of
the domain wall [28] [#0 , $ 1

2

R

dx#s"@x&s% sin&s]. Note

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram under spin current js in the
absence of pinning potential. (a) K? <K. Above jcrs , uniform
ferromagnetism collapses into multidomain structure in which
domain walls are flowing due to spin current. The threshold,
jdepins , for ‘‘depinning’’ from K? is below jcrs . (b) K? - 8K.
Energy of the single-wall state (Edw) is compared with that of the
uniformly magnetized state, Euni ! 0. Multidomain state here
remains at rest. In the gray region, (js > jdepins ), the domain wall
starts to flow but is unstable, suggesting a new ground state.
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A large spin current applied to a uniform ferromagnet leads to a spin-wave instability as pointed out
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wall, which indicates that nucleation of magnetic domains occurs above a certain critical spin current.
This scenario is supported also by an explicit energy comparison of the two states under spin current.
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Magnetization dynamics driven by spin torque from a
spin polarized current (spin current) has been studied ex-
tensively after the theoretical prediction [1,2] that a spin
current can be used to flip the magnetization in pillar (or
spin valve) structures [3–8]. As a theoretical framework to
describe such current-induced magnetization dynamics,
Bazaliy, Jones, and Zhang (BJZ) [9] derived a modified
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation for a fully polar-
ized ferromagnet (half metal) with a new term proportional
to j !rn. This new term represents a spin torque that a
current of density j exerts on a local magnetization n.
Later on, it was generalized to the partially polarized
case with an interpretation of j as the spin current density,
js [10,11]. In the Hamiltonian, the effect of spin torque
appears in a form

HST "
Z

d3x
!h
2e

js !r!#1$ cos"%; (1)

where " and ! are polar angles which parametrize n. As
seen from this form, spin current favors a magnetic con-
figuration with spatial gradient, or more precisely, with
finite Berry-phase curvature. It is thus expected that a large
spin current destabilizes a uniform ferromagnetic state.
This is indeed seen from the spin-wave energy [9–11],

"uni
k " KS

!h

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

#k2#2 & 1%#k2#2 & 1& $%
q

& k ! vs; (2)

where # "
!!!!!!!!!

J=K
p

and $ " K?=K, with J, K, and K?
being exchange, easy-axis anisotropy, and hard-axis an-
isotropy constants, respectively, of localized spins. The
first term is the well-known spin-wave dispersion with
anisotropy gap. The effect of spin current appears in the
second term as the ‘‘Doppler shift’’ [10], where vs#/ js%
represents drift velocity of electron spins. For sufficiently

large vs, "uni
k becomes negative for a range of k. This

means that there exist states with negative excitation en-
ergy, indicating the instability of the assumed uniformly
magnetized state [9–11]. The true ground state under spin
current, however, remains to be identified.

In this Letter, we point out that the possible ground state
is a state containing domain walls. Namely, the energy of a
domain wall becomes lower than the uniform ferromag-
netic state when a spin current exceeds a certain critical
value jcrs . The behavior of nucleated domains depends
much on the magnetic anisotropy parameters; the flowing
domain wall is stable when the anisotropy is of uniaxial
type. For the case of large hard-axis anisotropy, the static
domain wall is stable at the nucleation threshold, but when
it starts to flow under a larger current, even a state with a
domain wall becomes unstable. The nature of the resulting
state is still unknown.

Our prediction of domain formation by spin current may
be related to the very recent experimental observations in
metallic and semiconducting pillars and films [12–17],
which suggest spatially inhomogeneous magnetization re-
versal. Domain nucleation is also suggested by recent
numerical simulation [18].

We start by extending the formulation of BJZ [9] to an
arbitrary degree of polarization, and derive the effective
Lagrangian for magnetization which is slowly varying in
space and time by assumption. With this effective
Lagrangian, we calculate spin-wave dispersion around a
domain-wall solution in the presence of spin current. The
spin-wave Doppler shift term now has the form k#vs $ _X%,
where _X is the speed of the domain wall. From this result,
we find that the spin-wave instability does not occur
around a domain wall for any large spin current if the
anisotropy is of uniaxial type (K >K?). This suggests
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with a finite wave vector is first excited by the current. By

minimizing jc in Eq. !5" with respect to the wave vector, we
find the minimum jc occurs at

kx
2 =

Ms

A
#!4!Ms + H1"H1 !6"

and ky=kz=0. Inserting Eq. !6" back to Eq. !5", we find that
the minimum current density for the instability is

jc
min = G# A

Ms

!#H1 + #H1 + 4!Ms" . !7"

Now let us consider the onset of the spin wave excitations by

gradually increasing the current density. When the current

density is smaller than jc
min, the uniform magnetization is a

stable equilibrium state. When the current density exceeds

jc
min, the uniform magnetization becomes unstable. Instead of

the uniform rotation !k=0" or the precession of the magne-
tization, the first excited state has a wave vector given by Eq.

!6". Explicitly, the wave length at the minimum critical cur-

rent density is

"c = 2!# A

Ms

$!4!Ms + HK + Hext"!HK + Hext"%!1/4. !8"

Clearly, the uniform magnetization breaks into domains

whose size is about "c when the applied current reaches the
minimum current density; this is a new length scale due to

the spin torque. It is interesting to compare "c to other im-
portant length scales, namely, the domain wall width !w
=2!#2A /HKMs and the ferromagnetic exchange length !ex
=2!#2A /#0Ms

2.
12
For Co with the parameters HK=500 Oe,

Ms=14.46$105 A/m, A=2$10!11 J /m, we have !w
=147.8 nm and !ex=24.4 nm. In Fig. 2, we show the current-
induced length scale as a function of the external field. As

the external field becomes large, the new length scale can

even be smaller than the exchange length of the ferromagnet.

In general, any micromagnetic calculations must take the

mesh size to be smaller than the domain wall length, the

exchange length and "c in order to correctly predict magne-
tization dynamics in the presence of the spin current.

III. DYNAMIC DOMAIN STRUCTURES

Once the current density exceeds the critical currents,

the uniform magnetization breaks into the multi-domains. A

question arises: are these current-induced domains eventu-

ally stabilized? To address this question, we rely on our nu-

merical solutions of Eq. !2" by choosing the mesh size
smaller than the critical size introduced in the previous sec-

tion. We choose a rectangle film whose lateral size is

200 nm$20 nm and whose thickness is 5 nm. The current

flows in the direction of the long dimension. The grid size

2$2$5 nm3 is much smaller than "c in all cases to guar-
antee the accuracy of the calculation. We only include the

self-demagnetization term for the magnetostatic energy, i.e.,

the stray field is neglected. We choose the initial direction of

the magnetization which is almost parallel to the long axis of

the rectangle with a randomly small deviation for each mesh.

Note that the different initial deviation does not change the

key characteristics of magnetization dynamics induced by

spin currents in our calculation.

In Fig. 3 we show the time evolution of the total mag-

netization. When the applied current exceeds the critical cur-

rent density, the magnetization first develops small amplitude

spin waves whose wavelengths are close to "c. At a certain
time, the amplitude of spin wave excitation becomes large

and the magnetization dynamics is best described as chaotic.

The chaotic dynamics continues to exist after a long time. If

we focus on the time dependence of the magnetization of an

individual mesh, we find the dynamics is also chaotic. In the

inset of Fig. 3, we show the typical magnetization dynamics

of a mesh. The magnetization vector of the mesh spans to all

directions in space. We have not found any cases where the

FIG. 1. Wavelength dependence of critical current of a Co film for three

different external fields. The parameters are: HK=500 Oe, Ms=14.46

$105 A/m, A=2$10!11 J /m, P=0.35. FIG. 2. The critical wavelength as a function of external field Hext. The

dotted and dashed lines represent the exchange length and the conventional

domain wall width. The parameters are the same in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the spatially averaged magnetization component

along the easy axis &Mx' /Ms. Inset: time evolution of the magnetization of a

single mesh in the sample. CS indicates the chaotic states. The parameters

are Hext=10
3 Oe, bJ=2.5$103 m/s, %=0.0025 and &=0.02.
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Electric currents in a ferromagnet film produce adiabatic and nonadiabatic torques on magnetization.

When the current density is sufficiently large, these torques drive the uniform magnetization into

spatially and temporally chaotic motion of magnetization. We predict several key characteristics of

the magnetization instability by calculating the current-induced domain wall creation, annihilation

and dynamics. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1849591$

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the study on magnetization dynamics due to the

spin transfer torques
1,2
has been focused on magnetic multi-

layered structures. A simpler structure is just a single ferro-

magnetic film where the spin transfer torque !st takes the
following form:

3,4

!st = bJ
"M

"x
!
cJ

Ms

M!
"M

"x
, !1"

where M!r , t" is the magnetization vector whose magnitude
%M%=Ms is independent of the position and time, bJ
=Pje"B /eMs and cJ=#bJ where P is the spin polarization of
the current, "B is Bohr magneton, je is the density of the

current that flows in the x direction, and # is a dimensionless
constant that characterizes the degree of the nonadiabaticity

between the spin of the nonequilibrium conduction electrons

and local magnetization. For a typical ferromagnet !Ni, Co,
and their alloys", #&10!3!10!2. Note that bJ and cJ have the
units of velocity. The first term in Eq. !1" has been proposed
in Refs. 5–8; it describes the adiabatic process of the non-

equilibrium conduction electrons: the spin polarization of

currents is parallel to the local magnetization vector in a

domain wall. The adiabatic torque is most important at the

initial motion of the domain wall. The second term is related

to the spatial mistracking of spins between conduction elec-

trons and local magnetization. Although cJ is much smaller

than bJ, the nonadiabatic spin torque is crucial in order to

consistently interpret experimental data on domain wall

motion.
9–11

In particular, the terminal velocity of a domain

wall is independent of the adiabatic torque and it is solely

controlled by the nonadiabatic spin torque.
3,4

While the spin torques given by Eq. !1" are able to de-
scribe how an existing domain wall moves in the presence of

the current, we will show in this article that Eq. !1" also
describes how a uniform magnetization becomes unstable,

i.e., a sufficient large current density can break the uniform

magnetization into a multiple domain structure. Furthermore,

we demonstrate that these induced domains are time depen-

dent and we estimate the size of these dynamic domains.

II. MODEL CALCULATIONS

The magnetization dynamics is modeled by the standard

Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation in addition to the spin

torque terms given by Eq. !1"

"M

"t
= ! $M!Heff +

%

Ms

M!
"M

"t
+ &st, !2"

where $ is the gyromagnetic ratio, % is the damping param-
eter, and Heff is the effective field given below

Heff =
HKMx

Ms

ex +
A

Ms
2
#2M ! 4'Mzez + Hextex, !3"

where HK is the anisotropy field, A is the exchange constant,

4'Mz is the de-magnetization field, and Hext is the external

field.

To determine the instability of the uniform magnetiza-

tion, we consider a small deviation of the magnetization vec-

tor from the easy axis ex

M =Msex + (mei!)t+k·r", !4"

where (m is a small vector representing the amplitude of the

spin wave. Inserting Eqs. !3" and !4" into Eq. !2", and keep-
ing only the terms linear in (m, we obtain two linearized
equations for (my and (mz. A secular equation is then estab-

lished for the spin wave frequency ) and the spin wave

vector k. An instability condition of the spin wave solution is

that the imaginary part of the frequency becomes negative,

because Eq. !4" is then exponentially growing with respect to
time. If we define the critical current such that Im )=0, we
find it from the secular equation

jc =
G

kx
'( A

Ms

k2 + H1)( A

Ms

k2 + H1 + 4'Ms) , !5"

where we define G=$eMs /P"B, k
2=kx

2+ky
2+kz

2, and H1
=Hext+HK.

Equation !5" establishes the current density required to
generate spin waves with a given wave vector k. In Fig. 1,

we show the critical current density of Eq. !5" as a function
of the wavelength **2' /kx for several different applied
fields !we have taken ky=kz=0". Interestingly, the minimum
current density does not occur at the uniform mode of k=0

as in the ordinary spin wave excitations, rather the spin wave

a"
Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:

lizhan@missouri.edu
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Basic theoretical questions

• Critical current? Extrinsic or intrinsic?

• Domain-wall velocity

• Domain-wall deformation

• Current-driven instabilities? Chaotic behavior? 
Existence of a multidomain “ground state”?

• Basic questions concerning magnetization dynamics in 
real ferromagnets. Gilbert damping?

9



Applying circuit-theory ideas
!

ui(t) = mi(t)" ẑ

u(r, t) = m(r, t)" ẑ

!(q) =
!0 + (bq)2!x

1 + i(bq)2"!

#tu = m(0) #
!
!0u" !xb

2#xxu" "!b2#xx,tu
"

!x =
$Jx

Msd
, "! =

$g"#

4%MsdS
, and !0 = $He!

He! = "#MF [M]

$hi(t)hj(t
!)% = 2kBT

"

$MsV
&ij&(t" t!)

#tm = "$m#He! + "m# #tm + Is

Is =
1

4%

#
Reg"#µs + Img"#µs #m

$

Ipump
s =

1

4%

%
Reg"#m# dm

dt
+ Img"#dm

dt

&

µs = h̄!ẑ = h̄m# dm

dt

u &= 0, E = 0

u = 0, E &= 0

u &= 0, E &= 0

1

persistent spin currents spin-pumping currents

F: AF:

!

ui(t) = mi(t)" ẑ
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Stoner model
In a mean-field view of itinerant ferromagnetism, there is 
only one species of electrons experiencing an exchange 
field that has to be determined self-consistently
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Current-driven magnetization dynamics in ferromagnetic metals are studied in a self-consistent
adiabatic local-density approximation in the presence of spin-conserving and spin-dephasing impu-
rity scattering. We derive Gilbert damping and spin-transfer torques entering the Landau-Lifshitz
equation linear in frequency and wave vector. Gilbert damping and a current-driven dissipative
torque scale identically and compete, with a result that a steady current-driven domain-wall motion
is insensitive to spin dephasing. A uniform magnetization is found to be stable against spin torques,
in contrast to the predictions of the “s-d” model. A dynamic spin-transfer torque reminiscent of
the spin pumping in multilayers govern the current-induced domain-wall distortion.

PACS numbers: 72.25.Pn,75.45.+j,72.15.Gd,72.25.Ba

Metallic ferromagnets, notably the transition metals
Fe, Co and Ni, seem to be well understood, at least
at temperatures su!ciently below criticality. Ground
state properties such as cohesive energies, elastic con-
stants [1], and magnetic anisotropies in multilayers [2], as
well as low-energy excitations that define Fermi surfaces
[3], spin-wave dispersions, and Curie temperatures [4] are
computed accurately and without adjustable parameters
in the framework of local spin-density–functional theory
(SDFT) [5]. Transport properties such as electric re-
sistances due to random impurities are accessible to ab
initio band-structure calculations as well [6]. However,
important issues are still under discussion. Consensus
has not been reached, e.g., on the nature and modeling
of the Gilbert damping of the magnetization dynamics
[7, 8], the anomalous Hall e"ect [9], and the current-
induced magnetization dynamics [10–18]. These e"ects
fundamental nature and technological importance make
them attractive in the scientific community.

In this Letter, we hope to contribute to a better un-
derstanding of the interaction of an electric current with
a magnetization order parameter in dirty ferromagnets,
motivated in part by the sophistication with which the
analogous systems of dirty superconductors have been
understood [19]. To this end, we proceed from time-
dependent SDFT in an adiabatic local density approxi-
mation (ALDA) and the Keldysh Green function method
in a quasiparticle approximation. We derive a Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for the spatiotemporal magne-
tization in a di"use ferromagnet that significantly di"ers
from earlier phenomenological approaches based on the
s-d model. We illustrate the general theory by a discus-
sion of the influence of an electric current on spin-wave
excitations and domain-wall motion.

The convincing evidence that transition-metal ground
and weakly-excited states are well described by the mean-
field Stoner model provided by local-SDFT can be ratio-
nalized by the strong hybridization between the nearly

free s-p bands and the localized d -electrons [5]. It im-
plies that the orbital angular momentum is completely
quenched on typical transport and magnetization dy-
namic time scales. Both electric current and magneti-
zation are therefore carried by the same itinerant Bloch
states. The alternative s-d model, in which only the lo-
calized d -electrons are intrinsically magnetic and a"ect
the delocalized s-electrons only via a spin-dependent ex-
change potential, is often used because it is amenable to
sophisticated many-body treatments. On a mean-field
level and with adjustable parameters, both models are
completely equivalent for static properties. We find that
the magnetization dynamics show drastic and experimen-
tally testable di"erences that derive from the necessity of
a self-consistent treatment of the exchange potential in
itinerant ferromagnets.

In time-dependent SDFT [20–22], the magnetic re-
sponse is formally reduced to a one-body Hamiltonian
in 2 ! 2 Pauli spin space spanned by the unit matrix 1̂
and !̂ = (!̂x, !̂y, !̂z), the vector of one-half of the Pauli
matrices:

Ĥ = [H0 + U(r, t) + V ["̂](r, t)] 1̂

+ #!!̂ · (H + Hxc ["̂]) (r, t) + Ĥ! , (1)

where H0 is the crystal Hamiltonian, U is the scalar dis-
order potential including an external electric field, and
V the spin-independent part of the exchange-correlation
potential. We recognize on the r.h.s. the Zeeman energy
due to the sum of externally-applied and anisotropy mag-
netic fields H as well as an exchange-correlation contri-
bution Hxc, disregarding an exchange-correlation mag-
netic field coupled to the orbital motion. Here, # > 0
is (minus) the gyromagnetic ratio and. Hxc and V are
functionals of the time-dependent spin-density matrix
""#(r, t) = "#†

#(r)#"(r)#t that should be computed self-
consistently from the Schrödinger equation correspond-
ing to Ĥ. Ĥ! is the spin-nondiagonal Hamiltonian ac-
companying magnetic and spin-orbit interaction disor-
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der, thereby disregarding the “intrinsic” spin-orbit inter-
action in the bulk band structure, apart from the crys-
tal anisotropy contribution to H. Since we focus on
low-energy magnetic fluctuations that are long-range and
transverse, we may restrict our attention to a single band
with e!ective mass me. Systematic improvements for re-
alistic band structures can be made from this starting
point. We furthermore adapt the ALDA form for the
exchange-correlation field:

!!Hxc["̂](r, t) ! "xcm(r, t) , (2)

where m is the local magnetization direction with |m| =
1 and "xc is the exchange splitting averaged over the
unit cell. In terms of the spin density s(r) = !Tr [!̂"̂(r)],
m = "s/s0, where s0 is the equilibrium value of |s|. For
simplicity, the spin-independent random component of
the potential U(r) is described as a zero-average, Gaus-
sian white correlator:

#U(r)U(r!)$ = #$(r" r!) . (3)

A characteristic scattering time % is defined by #"1 =
&('# + '$)%/!, where 's is the spin-s density of states
at the Fermi level. We consider two contributions to
the spin-dephasing Hamiltonian Ĥ!: spin-orbit scatter-
ing associated to the impurities and scattering at mag-
netic disorder that is modeled as a random exchange field.
It turns out both can be captured in terms of a single
parameter %! in the equation of motion for the magne-
tization. A derivation of the spin-dephasing time %! for
concrete microscopic models for the disorder will be pre-
sented elsewhere.

The ALDA is appropriate to describe corrections to
the magnetization dynamics linear in (r that, although
vanishing for homogeneous systems [21], are important in
the presence of a current bias. The second-order correc-
tion (in homogeneous isotropic systems) is H !

ex % !̂·(2
rm,

which contributes to the spin-wave sti!ness [and can be
taken into account via the e!ective field, see Eq. (12)
below]. Not much is known about the importance of
nonadiabatic many-body corrections that in principle
contribute to the magnetization damping. However, for
slowly-varying perturbations of a homogeneous ferromag-
net in time and space, the corrections to the ALDA are
usually small [22]. Here we concentrate on dirty fer-
romagnets in which the impurity (or phonon) scatter-
ing dominates quasiparticle scattering due to electron-
electron interactions.

We now derive the magnetization equation of motion
by adiabatically turning on a uniform electric field until
a steady state with a certain current bias is established.
The magnetization m is then perturbed with respect to
a uniform ground state configuration m0 = z (or other
configurations with su#ciently weak gradients, see be-
low). We then compute small deviations of spin density
$s = s+s0z, and replace s by "s0m in the resulting equa-
tions of motion, completing the self-consistency loop. A

natural approach to carry out these steps is the Keldysh
Green function formalism, which we briefly outline in the
following. For readers not interested in technical details,
it is possible to skip to Eq. (9) for dynamics of magneti-
zation deviations u = m " z and subsequent discussion
of physical consequences.

The Keldysh Green function can be represented by
three components: the retarded ĜR(x, x!), advanced
ĜA(x, x!), and Keldysh ĜK(x, x!) [23], where x & r, t. In
the mixed representation (r, t;k, )) of the Keldysh com-
ponent of the Dyson equation, the gradient approxima-
tion (valid when !(t ' "xc and (r ' kF , a characteris-
tic Fermi wave vector) reads

[Ĝ"1
0 , ĜK ]p"[ĜK , Ĝ"1

0 ]p " 2i[Ĝ"1
0 , ĜK ]

= {$̂K , Â}" {%̂, ĜK} . (4)

The l.h.s. is the kinetic equation in the clean limit and
the r.h.s. is the collision integral. $̂ is the self-energy due
to disorder, which has three nontrivial components (R,
A, and K) along the Keldysh contour. [B̂, Ĉ]p = (xB̂ ·
(pĈ"(pB̂ ·(xĈ is the generalized Poisson bracket (where
(x · (p = (r · (k " !(t(") and [, ] and {, } are the matrix
commutator and anticommutator. Â = i(ĜR " ĜA) and
%̂ = i($̂R " $̂A). Ĝ"1

0 is the inverse of the (retarded or
advanced) Green function in the absence of disorder:

Ĝ"1
0 (r, t;k, )) = [)")k +e*(r, t)]1̂""xc!̂ ·m(r, t) , (5)

where * is the potential due to an applied electric field,
)k = (!k)2/2me"µ the eigenvalues of H0 (µ is the chem-
ical potential), and we disregarded the magnetic field
for the moment. In the self-consistent Born approxi-
mation for scalar disorder scattering, the self-energy be-
comes $̂(r, t;k, )) = #

!
dk!Ĝ(r, t;k!, )) for each of the

three components, where dk! = d3k!/(2&)3. Self-energies
for spin-dependent scattering channels can be calculated
analogously.

We study the spin dynamics for small deviations of
the magnetization direction m = z + u from the z axis
(u ( z) in the presence of a weak uniform electric field
E = "(r* in the quasiparticle approximation for the
Keldysh Green function ,

ĜK(r, t;k, )) = "2&i
"

s

$()" )ks)ĝks(r, t) , (6)

where )ks = )k + s"xc/2. Two spin bands labeled by
s =), *= ± become separated when the disorder is weak
(i.e., !/%, !/%! ' µ,"xc). Note that in equilibrium ĝk#($)
has only the upper (lower) diagonal component given
by tanh()ks/2kBT ), where T is the temperature and kB

the Boltzmann constant. The electric field applied to a
rigidly-uniform ferromagnet, u = 0, excites a nonequi-
librium distribution ĝks that is also diagonal in the spin
indices. Interband spin-flip scattering vanishes upon mo-
mentum integration, since a weak uniform electric field

Adiabatic Local Spin-Density Approximation
(the “bare” model of itinerant ferromagnetism)
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Bulk dynamics: Keldysh+LDA

spin currents spin dephasing

Mineev, PRB 72, 144418 (2005); Qian and Vignale, PRL 88, 056404 (2002); Halperin and Hohenberg, PR 188, 898 (1969)

e

m

Equation of motion for the spin density:

This leads to Gilbert damping:

Compare to DFT/Fermi-liquid result in clean limit:

(r, t; r!, t!)! (r, t;k, !)

[Ĝ"1
0 , ĜK ]p " [ĜK , Ĝ"1

0 ]p " 2i[Ĝ"1
0 , ĜK ] = {!̂K , Â}" {"̂, ĜK}

"ts = "#s#H +
1

4

!

s

"
d3k

(2$)3
(vk · "r)gks "

1

%so

#
s +

#h

#xc
s0

$

&(q) =
1

%so#xc
+

v2
F# + v2

F$

6%('"1
# + '"1

$ )#2
xcs0

q2

1

%
! (#H)2 + (2$T )2

EF

( = h̄/(%so#xc)

Im) $ ) = 0

ĜK(r, t;k, !) = "2$i [*(!" !k "#/2)ĝk#(r, t) + *(!" !k + #/2)ĝk$(r, t)]

"tĝk# + vk · "rĝk# " vk · "r (#h · !̂) *(!k + #/2) + i#[+̂z, ĝk#] + i#h · [!̂, +̂z]sign (!k + #/2)

= $,

"
d3k!

(2$)3
[* (!k! " !k) (ĝk!# " ĝk#) + * (!k! " !k "#) (ĝk!$ " ĝk#)] ,

"tĝk$ + vk · "rĝk$ " vk · "r (#h · !̂) *(!k "#/2) + i#[+̂z, ĝk$]" i#h · [!̂, +̂z]sign (!k "#/2)

= $,

"
d3k!

(2$)3
[* (!k! " !k) (ĝk!$ " ĝk$) + * (!k! " !k + #) (ĝk!# " ĝk$)]

"tgks + (vk · "r)gk# " (vk · "r)#h*(!k + s#/2)"#ẑ# gks + sẑ# #hsign (!k + s#/2)

= $,
!

s!

"
d3k!

(2$)3
* [!k! " !k + (s! " s)#/2] (gk!s! " gks)"

gks " s(#h/#)sign (!k + s#/2)

%so
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Kinetic equation

3

induces only a p-wave distribution. The transport in each
spin band [obtained by integrating Eq. (4) over energy !
at fixed k near !ks] is thus described by the conventional
Boltzmann equation [24], at T ! 0 solved by the “drift”
distribution: "ĝks = (!e/#$%s)E · vk"(!ks)(1/2 + s&̂z).

The distribution functions ĝks acquire o!-diagonal
components (describing transverse spins) in the presence
of a finite u (so that out of equilibrium the spin sub-
script should not be taken literally). Eq. (4) leads to the
linearized kinetic equation for the transverse component
ĝT
ks = gks · !̂ (gks " z):

!'tgks + !(vk · 'r) [gks #"xcu"(!ks)]#"xcz$ gks

+ s"xcz$ u sign(!ks) +
s!e

#$%s
(E · vk) "xcz$ u "(!ks)

# e (E · 'k)gks = #$
!

s!

"
dk!"(!k!s! # !ks) [gk!s! # gks

+(s# s!)u sign(!ks)] + (%"s/%s # 1)!e (E · vk)u"(!ks)

# !
(!

#
gks # su

$
sign(!ks) +

!e

#$%s
E · vk"(!ks)

%&
. (7)

Quasiparticles propagate with group velocity vk =
'k!k/!. On the l.h.s., an inhomogeneous exchange field
is seen to cause electron acceleration and spin precession.
The second term on the second line describes spin pre-
cession of electrons accelerated by the electric field and
the following term acceleration of the precessed electrons.
On the r.h.s., we recognize elastic disorder scattering and
transverse spin relaxation, the latter in terms of the spin-
dephasing time (!. Energy-conserving mixing between
the spin bands is allowed by disorder (in the presence
of transverse fields), as reflected in the s! = #s part of
the collision integral. We also took into account the con-
tribution to the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) from anticommuting
the current-induced drift Keldysh component with the
spectral-function correction due to the magnetization de-
viation u: "Â = 2#!̂ · u

'
s s"(!# !ks).

Integrating the kinetic equation (7) over momentum
yields the equation of motion for the nonequilibrium spin
density "s = #(!/4)

'
s

(
dkgks:

't"s# ("xc/!)z$ "s# ("xc/!)z$ us0 =

(!/4)
!

s

"
dk(vk · 'r)gks # ("s + us0) /(! . (8)

The integral on the r.h.s. is the divergence of the spin-
current density, determined by the p-wave component of
gks, which can be found by a tedious (but straightfor-
ward) manipulation of the kinetic equation. Confining
our interest to spatially slowly-varying phenomena re-
sults in a major simplification: since 'r already appears
in Eq. (8), we can disregard spatial derivatives in the p-
wave component of gks. We can now also include a static
field H % "xc along the z-axis by substituting primed
quantities "!

xc = "xc+)H and u! = #(1#)H/"!
xc)"s/s0

for the corresponding unprimed ones in the above expres-
sions. The final result for the small-angle transverse spin
dynamics is

'tu = *0z$u#+*0u+P
$
1# z$ !'t

"xc

%
(j · 'r)u , (9)

disregarding the O(1/"2
xc) terms inside the square brack-

ets. Here, j is the applied current density, )H = *0z,
+ = !/(!"xc, and P = (!/2e)P/s0, where P = (&# #
&$)/(&# + &$) is the conductivity spin polarization, &s

being the conductivity for spin s along #m. For a Drude
conductivity of parabolic bands, P = "xc/(!F# + !F$).
We can transform the damping term in Eq. (9) to the
Gilbert form by multiplying the equation by 1# +z$ on
the left, which brings us to our central result: 'tm =
'tm|LLG + 'tm|j , where

'tm|LLG = #)m$H + +m$ 'tm (10)

is the usual Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with
Gilbert damping ,LDA = + and

'tm|j = P
$
1#m$

#
+ +

!'t

"xc

&%
(j · 'r)m , (11)

where as before we neglect the O(1/"2
xc) terms. ,LDA =

!/(!"xc relates the collective magnetization damping to
the single-electron spin relaxation that can be measured
independently [8] and is consistent with experiments in
permalloy films [25]. Eqs. (10) and (11) hold for small
deviations from a homogeneous equilibrium state, but
have the correct spin-rotationally–invariant form valid
also for long-wavelength large-angle dynamics when the
magnetic state is locally close to the equilibrium con-
figuration (which requires a large exchange splitting in
comparison with other relevant energy scales). In par-
ticular, Eq. (11) should correctly describe domain walls
wider and spin-wave lengths longer than the magnetic co-
herence length !vF /"xc, typically an atomic scale. For
the same reason, the field H does not have to be nearly
collinear with m.

We can apply our method also to the mean-field
s-d model [26] which leads to interesting di!erences.
We reproduced phenomenologically-derived Eq. (11) of
Ref. [17] (plus the new dynamic term linear in 't). The
Gilbert damping becomes reduced by the fraction - of
the total spin angular momentum carried by the s elec-
trons: ,s"d = -+, assuming - % 1 [26]. We will see in
the following that the ratio ,/+ determines several inter-
esting physical quantities with ,LDA/+ = 1 being a very
special point. A sizable s-d character of the ferromag-
netism alters this ratio, which could also be a!ected by
a possible d -magnetization damping in addition to the
s-electron dephasing treated here.

The dominant term " = P (j · 'r)m in Eq. (11) is
the conventional spin-transfer torque that, as far as the
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Quasiparticles propagate with group velocity vk =
'k!k/!. On the l.h.s., an inhomogeneous exchange field
is seen to cause electron acceleration and spin precession.
The second term on the second line describes spin pre-
cession of electrons accelerated by the electric field and
the following term acceleration of the precessed electrons.
On the r.h.s., we recognize elastic disorder scattering and
transverse spin relaxation, the latter in terms of the spin-
dephasing time (!. Energy-conserving mixing between
the spin bands is allowed by disorder (in the presence
of transverse fields), as reflected in the s! = #s part of
the collision integral. We also took into account the con-
tribution to the r.h.s. of Eq. (4) from anticommuting
the current-induced drift Keldysh component with the
spectral-function correction due to the magnetization de-
viation u: "Â = 2#!̂ · u

'
s s"(!# !ks).

Integrating the kinetic equation (7) over momentum
yields the equation of motion for the nonequilibrium spin
density "s = #(!/4)

'
s

(
dkgks:

't"s# ("xc/!)z$ "s# ("xc/!)z$ us0 =

(!/4)
!

s

"
dk(vk · 'r)gks # ("s + us0) /(! . (8)

The integral on the r.h.s. is the divergence of the spin-
current density, determined by the p-wave component of
gks, which can be found by a tedious (but straightfor-
ward) manipulation of the kinetic equation. Confining
our interest to spatially slowly-varying phenomena re-
sults in a major simplification: since 'r already appears
in Eq. (8), we can disregard spatial derivatives in the p-
wave component of gks. We can now also include a static
field H % "xc along the z-axis by substituting primed
quantities "!

xc = "xc+)H and u! = #(1#)H/"!
xc)"s/s0

for the corresponding unprimed ones in the above expres-
sions. The final result for the small-angle transverse spin
dynamics is

'tu = *0z$u#+*0u+P
$
1# z$ !'t

"xc

%
(j · 'r)u , (9)

disregarding the O(1/"2
xc) terms inside the square brack-

ets. Here, j is the applied current density, )H = *0z,
+ = !/(!"xc, and P = (!/2e)P/s0, where P = (&# #
&$)/(&# + &$) is the conductivity spin polarization, &s

being the conductivity for spin s along #m. For a Drude
conductivity of parabolic bands, P = "xc/(!F# + !F$).
We can transform the damping term in Eq. (9) to the
Gilbert form by multiplying the equation by 1# +z$ on
the left, which brings us to our central result: 'tm =
'tm|LLG + 'tm|j , where

'tm|LLG = #)m$H + +m$ 'tm (10)

is the usual Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation with
Gilbert damping ,LDA = + and

'tm|j = P
$
1#m$

#
+ +

!'t

"xc

&%
(j · 'r)m , (11)

where as before we neglect the O(1/"2
xc) terms. ,LDA =

!/(!"xc relates the collective magnetization damping to
the single-electron spin relaxation that can be measured
independently [8] and is consistent with experiments in
permalloy films [25]. Eqs. (10) and (11) hold for small
deviations from a homogeneous equilibrium state, but
have the correct spin-rotationally–invariant form valid
also for long-wavelength large-angle dynamics when the
magnetic state is locally close to the equilibrium con-
figuration (which requires a large exchange splitting in
comparison with other relevant energy scales). In par-
ticular, Eq. (11) should correctly describe domain walls
wider and spin-wave lengths longer than the magnetic co-
herence length !vF /"xc, typically an atomic scale. For
the same reason, the field H does not have to be nearly
collinear with m.

We can apply our method also to the mean-field
s-d model [26] which leads to interesting di!erences.
We reproduced phenomenologically-derived Eq. (11) of
Ref. [17] (plus the new dynamic term linear in 't). The
Gilbert damping becomes reduced by the fraction - of
the total spin angular momentum carried by the s elec-
trons: ,s"d = -+, assuming - % 1 [26]. We will see in
the following that the ratio ,/+ determines several inter-
esting physical quantities with ,LDA/+ = 1 being a very
special point. A sizable s-d character of the ferromag-
netism alters this ratio, which could also be a!ected by
a possible d -magnetization damping in addition to the
s-electron dephasing treated here.

The dominant term " = P (j · 'r)m in Eq. (11) is
the conventional spin-transfer torque that, as far as the

Note, however, that Xiao, Zangwill, and Stiles [PRB 73, 054428 (2006)] 
criticized a phenomenological introduction of       arguing that there 
should be no spin dephasing towards a local equilibrium distribution

Skadsem et al. have recently verified this result for spin-orbit and 
magnetic disorder in the self-consistent Born approximation
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Magnetic equation of motion
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The key parameter is the normalized spin-dephasing rate

The first current-driven term (which is analogous to the          torque 
in spin valves) leads to spin-wave instability of a uniform magnetization 
when the current-induced  “Doppler shift” equals the natural frequency

The     term (analogous to the          torque in spin valves), however, 
restores uniform magnetization stability in itinerant ferromagnets!
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Domain-wall motion

4

equation of motion is concerned, can be absorbed into
the magnetic free energy [11–13]. The (dissipative) term
proportional to ! acts like a magnetic field parallel to the
direction of the magnetization gradient in the current di-
rection. This term appears during transforming Eq. (9)
into the LLG form (10). Zhang and Li [17] noted that al-
though such an e!ective-field term is much smaller than !
when ! ! 1, it has a qualitative e!ect on the domain-wall
motion, for example causing a finite terminal velocity
of a current-driven Néel wall in the absence an external
magnetic field. Judging from the importance of dynamic
corrections to the spin torques in multilayer structures
[27], the dynamic contribution in Eq. (11) could be as
significant since the typical frequencies of ferromagnetic
dynamics are " " #!1

! . In the remainder of the paper we
discuss several experimental consequences for j = jz and
an e!ective field

H = (Kmz + H) z#K"mxx + A$2m . (12)

Here, K is an easy-axis and K" easy-plane anisotropy
constant, A is the exchange-sti!ness, and H is the ap-
plied magnetic field. K, K", A, H % 0. We first con-
sider H = 0. A Néel wall along the z direction of width
W =

!
A/K with magnetization in the yz plane (and

pointing along z at z & #' and in the opposite direc-
tion at z &') starts to move [17] with velocity (for not
too large currents) vi = #Pj acquiring a terminal steady
velocity given by vf = #(!/$)Pj, which is not a!ected
by the dynamic term in Eq. (11). vf/vi = !/$LDA = 1
for itinerant ferromagnets. The initial velocity agrees
with expectations based on angular-momentum conserva-
tion. Curiously, the terminal velocity is the same. Yam-
aguchi et al. [28] expressed the current-induced domain
wall velocity vf = #%Pj in terms of an “e"ciency” % of
spin conversion into magnetic dynamics. Their experi-
mental value % " 0.1 is much smaller than our result of
% = 1 in the absence of bulk or interface pinning (which,
if smooth enough, could in principle be added to the ef-
fective field H). For currents in excess of a threshold im-
posed by extrinsic pinning defects, Barnes and Maekawa
[18] predicted % = 1 for an s-d model, in contrast to a
nonuniversal mean-field result % = !/$s!d of Ref. [17].
The current-dependent domain-wall width Wf obtained
following Ref. [15] becomes

1# Wf

W
( (Pj)2

2&A

"
1

&K"

#
1# !

$

$2

# !
#xc

!

$

%
, (13)

where the first (second) term on the r.h.s. describes
the wall deformation due to the static (dynamic) part of
Eq. (11). For $LDA = !, the first term vanishes and the
wall slightly broadens unlike in an s-d model calculation
with a finite damping $ but setting ! = 0 [15].

Finally, we consider spin waves of the form m(r, t) =
z+u0 exp[i(q · r#"t)] that are amplified by the applied

current when Im" > 0. In our theory, the critical current
corresponding to Im" = 0 is determined from

b#2 (1# !/$)2 =
&
H # + (!/$)b#2!/#xc

'

)
&
K # + H # + (!/$)b#2!/#xc

'
, (14)

where b# = P(q·j), H # = &(H+K+Aq2), and K # = &K".
For ! = 0, this reproduces |b#| =

!
H #(K # + H #) which

can be thought of as the Doppler shift due to drift-
ing spins necessary to overcome the natural spin-wave
frequency [11, 12, 14, 15]. $LDA = !, however, cor-
responds to a uniform magnetic state which is stable
against current-driven torques.

In conclusion, we microscopically derived an equation
of motion for the magnetization dynamics of disordered
ferromagnets similar to the conventional LLG equation
(10) with Gilbert damping $ and a current-induced con-
tribution (11) that is parametrized by a single-electron
spin-dephasing rate ! = !/#!#xc. Within a self-
consistent picture, we related the macroscopic damping
in itinerant ferromagnets to the microscopic spin dephas-
ing: $LDA = !, and discussed surprising consequences of
this equality for several basic current-driven phenomena
sensitive to the !/$ ratio. We pointed out remarkable
di!erences in the dynamics of itinerant ferromagnets,
supposedly well described by the local-density approxi-
mation, and those with localized d or f electron magnetic
moments. We introduced #! as a spin-independent phe-
nomenological parameter. Treating spin-orbit and mag-
netic disorder microscopically, in the Born approxima-
tion, #! in the kinetic equation (7) depends on energy
and spin index, but the resulting equation of motion for
the magnetization is unmodified in terms of a properly
averaged spin-dephasing rate. The microscopic details of
weak disorder thus do not a!ect the relation between the
Gilbert damping and the current-driven torque (11).
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responds to a uniform magnetic state which is stable
against current-driven torques.

In conclusion, we microscopically derived an equation
of motion for the magnetization dynamics of disordered
ferromagnets similar to the conventional LLG equation
(10) with Gilbert damping $ and a current-induced con-
tribution (11) that is parametrized by a single-electron
spin-dephasing rate ! = !/#!#xc. Within a self-
consistent picture, we related the macroscopic damping
in itinerant ferromagnets to the microscopic spin dephas-
ing: $LDA = !, and discussed surprising consequences of
this equality for several basic current-driven phenomena
sensitive to the !/$ ratio. We pointed out remarkable
di!erences in the dynamics of itinerant ferromagnets,
supposedly well described by the local-density approxi-
mation, and those with localized d or f electron magnetic
moments. We introduced #! as a spin-independent phe-
nomenological parameter. Treating spin-orbit and mag-
netic disorder microscopically, in the Born approxima-
tion, #! in the kinetic equation (7) depends on energy
and spin index, but the resulting equation of motion for
the magnetization is unmodified in terms of a properly
averaged spin-dephasing rate. The microscopic details of
weak disorder thus do not a!ect the relation between the
Gilbert damping and the current-driven torque (11).
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into the LLG form (10). Zhang and Li [17] noted that al-
though such an e!ective-field term is much smaller than !
when ! ! 1, it has a qualitative e!ect on the domain-wall
motion, for example causing a finite terminal velocity
of a current-driven Néel wall in the absence an external
magnetic field. Judging from the importance of dynamic
corrections to the spin torques in multilayer structures
[27], the dynamic contribution in Eq. (11) could be as
significant since the typical frequencies of ferromagnetic
dynamics are " " #!1

! . In the remainder of the paper we
discuss several experimental consequences for j = jz and
an e!ective field

H = (Kmz + H) z#K"mxx + A$2m . (12)

Here, K is an easy-axis and K" easy-plane anisotropy
constant, A is the exchange-sti!ness, and H is the ap-
plied magnetic field. K, K", A, H % 0. We first con-
sider H = 0. A Néel wall along the z direction of width
W =

!
A/K with magnetization in the yz plane (and

pointing along z at z & #' and in the opposite direc-
tion at z &') starts to move [17] with velocity (for not
too large currents) vi = #Pj acquiring a terminal steady
velocity given by vf = #(!/$)Pj, which is not a!ected
by the dynamic term in Eq. (11). vf/vi = !/$LDA = 1
for itinerant ferromagnets. The initial velocity agrees
with expectations based on angular-momentum conserva-
tion. Curiously, the terminal velocity is the same. Yam-
aguchi et al. [28] expressed the current-induced domain
wall velocity vf = #%Pj in terms of an “e"ciency” % of
spin conversion into magnetic dynamics. Their experi-
mental value % " 0.1 is much smaller than our result of
% = 1 in the absence of bulk or interface pinning (which,
if smooth enough, could in principle be added to the ef-
fective field H). For currents in excess of a threshold im-
posed by extrinsic pinning defects, Barnes and Maekawa
[18] predicted % = 1 for an s-d model, in contrast to a
nonuniversal mean-field result % = !/$s!d of Ref. [17].
The current-dependent domain-wall width Wf obtained
following Ref. [15] becomes
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(10) with Gilbert damping $ and a current-induced con-
tribution (11) that is parametrized by a single-electron
spin-dephasing rate ! = !/#!#xc. Within a self-
consistent picture, we related the macroscopic damping
in itinerant ferromagnets to the microscopic spin dephas-
ing: $LDA = !, and discussed surprising consequences of
this equality for several basic current-driven phenomena
sensitive to the !/$ ratio. We pointed out remarkable
di!erences in the dynamics of itinerant ferromagnets,
supposedly well described by the local-density approxi-
mation, and those with localized d or f electron magnetic
moments. We introduced #! as a spin-independent phe-
nomenological parameter. Treating spin-orbit and mag-
netic disorder microscopically, in the Born approxima-
tion, #! in the kinetic equation (7) depends on energy
and spin index, but the resulting equation of motion for
the magnetization is unmodified in terms of a properly
averaged spin-dephasing rate. The microscopic details of
weak disorder thus do not a!ect the relation between the
Gilbert damping and the current-driven torque (11).
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can be thought of as the Doppler shift due to drift-
ing spins necessary to overcome the natural spin-wave
frequency [11, 12, 14, 15]. $LDA = !, however, cor-
responds to a uniform magnetic state which is stable
against current-driven torques.

In conclusion, we microscopically derived an equation
of motion for the magnetization dynamics of disordered
ferromagnets similar to the conventional LLG equation
(10) with Gilbert damping $ and a current-induced con-
tribution (11) that is parametrized by a single-electron
spin-dephasing rate ! = !/#!#xc. Within a self-
consistent picture, we related the macroscopic damping
in itinerant ferromagnets to the microscopic spin dephas-
ing: $LDA = !, and discussed surprising consequences of
this equality for several basic current-driven phenomena
sensitive to the !/$ ratio. We pointed out remarkable
di!erences in the dynamics of itinerant ferromagnets,
supposedly well described by the local-density approxi-
mation, and those with localized d or f electron magnetic
moments. We introduced #! as a spin-independent phe-
nomenological parameter. Treating spin-orbit and mag-
netic disorder microscopically, in the Born approxima-
tion, #! in the kinetic equation (7) depends on energy
and spin index, but the resulting equation of motion for
the magnetization is unmodified in terms of a properly
averaged spin-dephasing rate. The microscopic details of
weak disorder thus do not a!ect the relation between the
Gilbert damping and the current-driven torque (11).
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Effectively perfect spin conversion 
into domain-wall motion despite 
microscopic spin dephasing!

All of the above properties are derived based on the spe-

cific form of the spin torque given in Eq. (1). Equation (1)
assumes that both free and pinned layers have uniform mag-

netization within the layers, at least along the direction of the

current. In a typical ferromagnet, the magnetization is rarely

uniform, and the dynamical process of magnetization is not

coherent rotation in general. It would be interesting to find

what the spin torque does to the magnetization dynamics of

non-single-domain ferromagnets. Berger19 introduced the

“domain drag force” by considering the spin torque in a

single-layer system where the magnetization is not uniform

along the current. He argued, based on his intuitive physics

picture, that the current can drag the domain wall along the

path of the current flow. Bazaliy et al. proposed a spin torque

in a ferromagnet within the ballistic transport model for half-

metallic materials.20 Most recently, we generalized the spin

torque for any diffusive transport ferromagnet,22

!st = ! bJM̂! !M̂! "ĵe · !#M$ , "2#

where M̂=M /Ms, ĵe= je / je, and bJ=Pje"B /eMs, P is the

spin polarization of the current, "B is the Bohr magneton,

and je is the electric current density. The above torque is

identical in form to that of Bazaliy et al.20 However, we

derived the above formulation based on a general property of

ferromagnetic materials: in a ferromagnet, the spin polariza-

tion of the current is always along the direction of the local

magnetization vector, i.e., the transverse component of the

spin current can be neglected.12,13,22 Thus one may define a

spin current tensor J= ""B /eMs#Pje !M"r# where the vector
je tracks the direction of the charge current and M"r# de-
scribes the direction of the spin polarization of the current.

The spin-transfer torque is defined as the rate of change of

the angular momentum of conduction electrons that are

transferred to the local magnetization, !st=dm /dt="m /"t
+" ·J. In the steady state of the current flow, "m /"t=0 and
thus we find that the above spin torque can be written as Eq.

(2) if we use the fact that the magnitude of the local magne-
tization vector is a constant.

While the magnitude of the spin torque in spin valves, Eq.

(1), depends on many unknown parameters such as interface
spin-dependent resistance, the magnitude of the adiabatic

spin transfer torque bJ in Eq. (2) can be accurately estimated
for many ferromagnetic materials. bJ, which has the dimen-

sions of velocity, is determined by two material parameters

Ms and P; these parameters have already been determined

experimentally. In Table I, we list the values of bJ for a

selected set of materials for a current density je
=107 A/cm2. The half metals CrO2 and Fe2O3 have a maxi-

mum spin polarization "P=1# and low saturation magnetiza-
tion, and thus the spin torque is larger than that of transition

metals.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we establish

the equation of motion of a domain wall by using the gener-

alized Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation along with
the adiabatic torque Eq. (2). We write the equation for

nanowires. In Sec. III, we propose a trial function to analyti-

cally obtain solutions for domain-wall dynamics. In particu-

lar, we address the spin-torque-induced domain propagation

and distortion. Then a detailed comparison between numeri-

cal results and analytic solutions is made in Sec. IV. Finally,

we summarize our major findings in Sec. V.

II. MODEL SYSTEM

We assume the current flows in the x direction along the

long length of a wire, i.e., ĵe=ex. By placing this in Eq. (2)
and by treating Eq. (2) as an additional torque on the stan-
dard LLG equation, we write the generalized LLG equation

in the presence of the spin torque as

"M

" t
= ! #M!Hef f + $M̂!

"M

" t
! bJM̂! %M̂!

"M

" x
& ,
"3#

where # is the gyromagnetic ratio, Hef f is the effective mag-

netic field including the external field, the anisotropy field,

the magnetostatic field, and the exchange field, and $ is the

Gilbert damping parameter.

We now specify the geometry of the wire and the effective

field entering Eq. (3). As shown in Fig. 1, the x axis is taken
as the easy axis as well as the direction of the external field

Hext. The width and the thickness of the wire are D and d,

respectively. The current is along the x direction.

We explicitly write the effective field as

Hef f =
HKMx

Ms

ex +
2A

Ms
2
!2M ! 4%Mzez + Hextex, "4#

where HK is the anisotropy field, A is the exchange constant,

and 4%Mz is the de-magnetization field.

To gain analytical insight into the domain-wall dynamics,

we first consider that the magnetization M varies only in the

direction of the x axis. By placing Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), the
LLG equation can be conveniently written in polar coordi-

nates as

TABLE I. The values of bJ for some materials for je
=107A/cm2

Nanowire Ms"A/m# P bJ"m/s#

Fe 17.18!105 0.5 1.35

Co 14.46!105 0.35 1.41

Ni 4.9!105 0.23 2.7

Permalloy 8!105 0.7 5.1

# -Fe2O3 4.14!105 1.0 14.0

CrO2 3.98!105 1.0 14.6

FIG. 1. Cartesian and polar coordinate systems.
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! x2
"

! 4$%Mssin ! sin # cos # + bJ
! !

! x
,
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"
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! sin !

! #

! t
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2A

Ms

! !2!
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! x
"2"

! $HKsin ! cos !

! 4$%Mssin ! cos ! sin2# ! $Hextsin !

! bJsin !
! #

! x
, #6$

where ! represents the angle between the magnetization vec-
tor and the x axis, and # is the out-of-plane angle of the

magnetization vector projected in the yz plane, i.e., Mz

=Mssin ! sin #.
Our goal is to solve for the magnetization vector as a

function of position x and time t from the above equations of

motion. In the absence of a current and/or an external mag-

netic field, we consider that the domain wall, separated by

two head-to-head domains along the wire direction, is a Néel

wall21 whose magnetization stays in the plane of the wire,

i.e., Mz=0, Mx=Mscos !, My=Mssin ! cos #, where

# = 0, ! = 2 tan!1exp#x/W0$ , #7$

and W0=%2A /HKMs is the domain-wall width. At t=0, an

electric current and/or an external field is applied. We should

determine the motion of the wall at t&0 from Eqs. (5) and
(6) by utilizing the initial condition Eq. (7).

III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

The nonlinear partial differential equations Eqs. (5) and
(6) are difficult to solve. Here we follow Walker’s analysis of
domain-wall motion by introducing a trial function23

# = ##t$, ln tan
!

2
= c#t$!x ! &

0

t

v#'$d'" . #8$

The first equation assumes that the projection of the magne-

tization vector in the domain wall on the yz plane is inde-

pendent of the position. One should note that the spatial in-

dependence of ##t$ does not mean a uniform out-of-plane

component because Mz=Mssin ! sin # and ! varies spatially
in the domain wall from !=0 to %. The second equation in
Eq. (8) postulates that the domain-wall shape remains a stan-
dard Néel-wall form except that the width of the wall W#t$
'c#t$!1 varies with time and the wall moves with velocity
v#t$. We will show later that this form of the solution is

indeed a correct solution as long as the spin torque bJ and the

external field Hext are small.

By placing this trial function into Eqs. (5) and (6), utiliz-
ing the identities

! #

! x
=

!2#

! x2
= 0,

! !

! x
= c#t$sin !,

!2!

! x2
= c#t$2sin ! cos ! ,

! !

! t
= c1#x,t$sin ! ,

and defining a function c1#x , t$,

c1#x,t$ '
dc#t$
dt

!x ! &
0

t

v#'$d'" ! c#t$v#t$ , #9$

we find

c1#x,t$ + "
d#

dt
= ! 4%$Ms sin # cos # + bJc#t$ #10$

! "c1#x,t$ +
d#

dt
! $Hext

=$!HK !
2A

Ms

c#t$2 + 4%Ms sin
2#"cos ! . #11$

Strictly speaking, Eqs. (10) and (11) cannot be valid because
c1#x , t$ defined in Eq. (9) is linearly proportional to x but
there are no other terms in Eq. (10) and (11) containing the
spatial variable x. Thus,a trial function of the form of Eq. (8)
is possible only when one discards the spatial dependence of

c1. Equivalently, the first term on the right side of Eq. (9)
must be much smaller compared to the second term so that

c1(!c#t$v#t$. While one could not determine the smallness
of this first term a priori, we will later confirm that W#t$
shrinks by only a few percent during the domain-wall motion

and varies slowly with time so that dc#t$ /dt is indeed small.
Now the left-hand side of Eq. (11) becomes x independent
and thus the prefactor in front of cos ! on the right-hand side
of Eq. (11) must be identically zero,

HK !
2A

Ms

c#t$2 + 4%Ms sin
2# = 0 #12$

and

"c#t$v#t$ +
d#

dt
= $Hext. #13$

By placing Eq. (13) into Eq. (10), we have

#1 + "2$
d#

dt
= $Hext + "bJc#t$ ! 4%"$Ms sin # cos # .

#14$

Equations (12) and (14) are the ordinary first-order differen-
tial equations that determine the domain-wall width c!1#t$
and the rotation of the domain-wall plane ##t$ subject to the
initial values ##t=0$=0 and c!1#t=0$=W0. Once these two

equations are solved, we can obtain the velocity of the do-

main wall from Eq. (13):
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Current-driven Nèel wall:
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equation of motion is concerned, can be absorbed into
the magnetic free energy [11–13]. The (dissipative) term
proportional to ! acts like a magnetic field parallel to the
direction of the magnetization gradient in the current di-
rection. This term appears during transforming Eq. (9)
into the LLG form (10). Zhang and Li [17] noted that al-
though such an e!ective-field term is much smaller than !
when ! ! 1, it has a qualitative e!ect on the domain-wall
motion, for example causing a finite terminal velocity
of a current-driven Néel wall in the absence an external
magnetic field. Judging from the importance of dynamic
corrections to the spin torques in multilayer structures
[27], the dynamic contribution in Eq. (11) could be as
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W =
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pointing along z at z & #' and in the opposite direc-
tion at z &') starts to move [17] with velocity (for not
too large currents) vi = #Pj acquiring a terminal steady
velocity given by vf = #(!/$)Pj, which is not a!ected
by the dynamic term in Eq. (11). vf/vi = !/$LDA = 1
for itinerant ferromagnets. The initial velocity agrees
with expectations based on angular-momentum conserva-
tion. Curiously, the terminal velocity is the same. Yam-
aguchi et al. [28] expressed the current-induced domain
wall velocity vf = #%Pj in terms of an “e"ciency” % of
spin conversion into magnetic dynamics. Their experi-
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where the first (second) term on the r.h.s. describes
the wall deformation due to the static (dynamic) part of
Eq. (11). For $LDA = !, the first term vanishes and the
wall slightly broadens unlike in an s-d model calculation
with a finite damping $ but setting ! = 0 [15].

Finally, we consider spin waves of the form m(r, t) =
z+u0 exp[i(q · r#"t)] that are amplified by the applied

current when Im" > 0. In our theory, the critical current
corresponding to Im" = 0 is determined from

b#2 (1# !/$)2 =
&
H # + (!/$)b#2!/#xc

'

)
&
K # + H # + (!/$)b#2!/#xc

'
, (14)

where b# = P(q·j), H # = &(H+K+Aq2), and K # = &K".
For ! = 0, this reproduces |b#| =

!
H #(K # + H #) which

can be thought of as the Doppler shift due to drift-
ing spins necessary to overcome the natural spin-wave
frequency [11, 12, 14, 15]. $LDA = !, however, cor-
responds to a uniform magnetic state which is stable
against current-driven torques.

In conclusion, we microscopically derived an equation
of motion for the magnetization dynamics of disordered
ferromagnets similar to the conventional LLG equation
(10) with Gilbert damping $ and a current-induced con-
tribution (11) that is parametrized by a single-electron
spin-dephasing rate ! = !/#!#xc. Within a self-
consistent picture, we related the macroscopic damping
in itinerant ferromagnets to the microscopic spin dephas-
ing: $LDA = !, and discussed surprising consequences of
this equality for several basic current-driven phenomena
sensitive to the !/$ ratio. We pointed out remarkable
di!erences in the dynamics of itinerant ferromagnets,
supposedly well described by the local-density approxi-
mation, and those with localized d or f electron magnetic
moments. We introduced #! as a spin-independent phe-
nomenological parameter. Treating spin-orbit and mag-
netic disorder microscopically, in the Born approxima-
tion, #! in the kinetic equation (7) depends on energy
and spin index, but the resulting equation of motion for
the magnetization is unmodified in terms of a properly
averaged spin-dephasing rate. The microscopic details of
weak disorder thus do not a!ect the relation between the
Gilbert damping and the current-driven torque (11).
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Wall width is determined by the 
interplay of magnetic 
anisotropies and stiffness:
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Wall distortion in LDA is 
determined entirely by 
the new dynamic term:
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Concluding remarks
• Current-driven magnetization dynamics in 

“bulk” needs more attention, theoretically and 
especially experimentally

• We pointed out important qualitative differences between 
mean-field s-d and self-consistent Stoner models

• It is crucial to understand the origin of ferromagnetic 
damping and its role in current-driven dynamics. Can it be 
described microscopically in terms of single-electron 
dephasing due to spin-orbit and/or magnetic disorder?

• What is the correct description of magnetism in 
transition metals? Current-driven dynamics appears to be 
a useful tool to address this question
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